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INSIDE:

'Sting' targets political corruption

This year's edition of
the Easter coloring
book and contest is
featured in today's

Ell

issue.

Special section

SPORTS:
The Virginia Cavaliers
beat Notre Dame 81-76
in Wednesday night's
championship game of
the National Invitational Tournament. Page 8

THURSDAY
April 2

However, highly placed sources horse farm in Woodford County,
told
The Associated Press that a won passage this session of a
Associated Press Writer
sweep by more than a half dozen Breeders' Award Fund for race
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Records FBI agents through the Capitol horses.
Jones said the two U.S. Attorof more than a dozen current and complex on Tuesday was the end
former legislators have been of the investigation rather than its neys for Kentucky, Joseph Whittle
and Karen Caldwell, told him his
gathered in a growing federal beginning.
The sources, who demanded administration was not a target.
investigation of political corruption
anonymity, said the sting has
Wilkinson spokesman Doug Alein Kentucky.
The subpoenas obtained Wed- involved the work of some 30 xander also said the former governesday demand records of lawmak- agents and produced audio and vid- nor was told he was not a target of
ers' pay, travel expenses, campaign eo recordings and other informa- the investigation.
Those whose records were subfinance and honoraria be turned tion obtained through electronic
poenaed were House Speaker Don
over to a federal grand jury in surveillance techniques.
Gov. Brereton Jones said he was Blandford, D-Philpot, Senate PresiLouisville.
And an aide said former Gov. told evidence included wiretaps dent Pro Tem John "Eck" Rose,
Wallace Wilkinson also received a and the investigation involved D-Winchester; Rep. Jerry Brongcr,
subpoena to supply records for banking and racing legislation. D-Louisville; House Majority Floor
Jones said he could not recall if Leader Greg Stumbo, D investigators.
legislation enacted in 1992 was Prestonsburg; House Majority
declined
authorities
Federal
comment on the investigation included.
Jones, owner of a thoroughbred (Conl'd on page 2)
Wednesday.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN

WORLD

Records

subpoenaed

DON BLANDFORD
House Speaker

JOHN 'ECK' ROSE
Senate President Pro Tern

MSU offers more immunizations
after measles case confirmed

Exhibitionists

BATH, England — Prime
Minister John Major, trying to
avert defeat in the April 9 election, was struck by an egg and
braved hecklers as he engaged
in a bit of street politics. Page 2

Murray State University students who missed getting immunized for
measles on Wednesday will have another opportunity on Friday, April
3.
On Wednesday, 1,103 students were immunized. Another 1,500
doses of the vaccine will be available Friday. The second day for
immunizations was scheduled after university health officials confirmed one case of the measles among the student population.
Roberta Garfield, administrator of student health services, said students will be immunized by student health services and the Purchase
District Health Department from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the third floor of
the Curtis Center.
She explained that Dr. Clarkson Palmer, communicable disease
branch manager in the Cabinet for Human Resources in Frankfort,
recommended that MSU provide immunization for its students. Measles is currently at an epidemic stage in Kentucky.
A highly contagious disease, measles can result in serious complications, particularly in young adults. Early symptoms include a red rash,
feaver, runny nose, red eyes and a cough.
Garfield said college students born after 1956 should have two doses
of live measles vaccine in order to be protected. She noted, however,
that many have not received the second immunization since that
recommendation is a recent (1989) one.
She urged students who have not received a second live measles
immunization to report to the Curris Center on Friday "so we can prevent an 9141g4nic. on this campus."

STATE
OWENSBORO — The city of
Henderson, its police department and five present or former
officers are accused in a lawsuit
of violating two women's civil
rights by not protecting them
from a man who killed them.
Page 3

SPORTS
The Calloway Lakers baseball
team dropped their season opener with Reidland 7-3 Wednesday
afternoon. Page 8

Bingo bill passes as
lawmakers wrap up

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — Bush administration officials and congressional leaders are scrambling to
keep the savings and loan cleanup going after the House
rejected legislation financing the
program for another six months.
Page 2

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Aldter

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The General Assembly has voted to give the
attorney general the authority, but
not the money, to regulate bingo.
That was from a stack of bills
lawmakers passed Wednesday
before going home.

FORECAST

Other bills sent to Gov. Brereton
Jones included a code of ethics for
executive-branch employees and a
measure making it a crime to stalk
a victim, one of several bills
designed to combat domestic
violence.
The traditional last-day flurry of
(Cont'd on page 2)

Tonight: Mostly clear. Near
record cold with the low in the
mid 20s. Light wind. Friday:
Mostly sunny. High in the lower
50s.

PLO asks for UN protection
following clash with Israelis

POLLEN/MOLD

TUNIS, Tunisia (AP) — The fire in a refugee camp market after
PLO today charged that Israel was being attacked by firebombs, U.N.
"attacking hospitals" to arrest officials and Arab reporters said.
They said four Palestinians were
some of those wounded in a bloody
clash a day earlier between Palesti- killed and more than 50 were
nians and Israeli troops in the Gaza wounded at Rafah. The PLO
charged that at least 10 Palestinians
Strip.
the
denied
were killed and 50 were wounded.
military
The Israeli
By either count, it was the blooallegations.
Orgadiest single confrontation between
A top Palestine Liberation
had
group
Palestinians and troops in the
the
said
official
nization
asked the U.N. Security Council to occupied lands in three years.
Bassam Abu Sharif, counselor to
meet urgently and protect Palestinians in the occupied territories. PLO leader Yasser Arafat, claimed
The Gaza clash occurred Wed- today that the violence was
nesday when Israeli troops opened continuing.

1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.5, -0.3; below 310.3, +1.6
BARKLEY LAKE
354.6, -0.3; below 317.8, +2.7
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
Call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday -Friday; 8
a.m.-noon Saturday.

CANDY MATHER8/Ledger & Times photo

Mary Herman, gallery assistant and Chris Holloman, student worker prepare for the annual student art
of
exhibit in the Clara M. Eagle gallery of the Doyle Fine Arts Center. The exhibit features over 140 pieces
7:30.
at
awards
art work and begins Friday with a reception at 6:30 and

'The good earth' vanishing at alarming rate
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — The future of the world's food
supply is threatened by damage mankind has done to more
than a tenth of the Earth's fertile soil since 1945, a U.N.
report says.
That's an area the size of China and India combined.
The report, called an "early warning" for a world whose
population is expected to double in about 50 years, is the first
comprehensive look at the state of the Earth's arable land.
Overgrazing by livestock, inefficient farming practices and
deforestation are to blame for the loss of fertile land, the U.N.
Environment Program study found. Urbanization and pollution are other factors.
Scientists fear that as the Earth's population grows from
some 5.5 billion now to 10 billion by the year 2050, the loss
of fertile land will lead to a permanent global food shortage.
"As land becomes scarce, how are we going to make sure
that the common man in a developing country is able to get
the food that he needs?," Visvanathan Rajagopalan, a World
Bank vice president who heads its group on agricultural
research, asked Wednesday.
The U.N. Environmental Program study is titled the Global
Assessment of Soil Degradation and intends to establish benchmarks so the rate of soil deterioration can be measured
more precisely.

.••••••-••••••

Central America has the highest proportion of damaged
"We are going to have to feed an increasingly large popuof Europe's
lation on a finite base of arable land," soil researcher Dirk land, 24 percent of its Mal. About 17 percent
of
soil is
Asian's
12
percent
and
of
Africa's
land,
14
percent
Bryant said Wednesday.
degraded.
that
save
to
try
you
that
is
assessment
conservative
"A
Only 4.4 percent of North America's soil has been damaged
base," said Bryant, of the World Resources Institute.
to
lost, the report says.
or
moderate
suffered
have
land
of
About 3 billion acres
Although the use of fertilizers and high-yield crops has
extreme degradation since 1945, accounting for 10.5 percent
the loss of agricultural land and prevented food
of the planet's fertile land, the study found. Of that land, 740 helped offset
ecologists say the dual trends of declining
far,
so
shortages
unless
useless
be
will
and
degraded
are
severely
million acres
world population will eventually lead
increasing
and
is
farmland
a "major international financial and technical" campaign
crisis.
supply
a
to
said.
Bryant
launched to reclaim them,
In addition, those so-called "green revolution" techniques
"These findings are an early warning that we are losing
,
be losing their effectiveness.
Swaminathan
may
M.S.
potential agricultural productivity," said
its
triple
of the scientists are beginning to say that even with
India
"Some
helped
has
who
production
an expert on food
all the modern inputs — fertilizer, pesticides, water, making
wheat harvest since 1960.
available — you are unable to maintain yields at the
credit
Resources
World
the
of
He also chairs the editorial board
level," Rajagopalan said.
current
Institute.
About one-fourth of America's cropland is eroding at an
The damage to arable land is only measured in terms of
Conservation
deterioration since 1945; the report does not even attempt to unsustainable rate, according to the U.S. Soil
Service.
civilizations
ancient
of
practices
the
to
due
lost
lands
include
Water erosion is serious in parts of the Mississippi and
or most of the colonial era.
valleys, California's central valley, and in the hilly
in
Missouri
is
land
damaged
the
of
majority
The report said the vast
of
Washington state.
Asia, with 1.1 billion acres, and in Africa, with 792 million Palouse
is a serious problem, in parts of the southwest.
Salinization
acres.
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Libyan rioters attack embassies
TRIPOLI, Libya (AP) — Libyan
students threw firebombs and
smashed furniture at the Venezuelan Embassy today and attacked
other missions of countries that
voted to impose U.N. sanctions on
Libya over the bombing of two
airliners.
Some demonstrators delivered
bouquets of flowers to India and
Marray Ledger & Times

police. Western diplomats said no
diplomatic personnel were injured.
About 300 students scaled a wall
and broke through a gate at the
Venezuelan Embassy compound
and threw gasoline bombs that
burned four rooms inside the main
building, Ambassador Miguel Raidi
said.
Demonstrators also marched out-

Morocco, nations that abstained
Tuesday when the U.N. Security
Council for only the second time
imposed punitive sanctions on a
country for flouting its demands on
peace and security. The first was
Iraq after it invaded Kuwait.
The official Libyan news agency
JANA said dozens of protesters
were injured in clashes with riot

WALTER L. APPERSON

.rjPicifilif wig*

TED DELANEY
General Manager

ALICE ROUSE
Business Manager

side the embassies of France, Italy,
Belgium, Austria and Hungary. All
are Security Council members that
supported the sanctions. The
United States and Britain, which
pressed hardest for the sanctions,
do not have embassies in Tripoli.
But missions that represent their
interests in Libya were among
those attacked.
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By KAREN BALL

Pick 3: 1-7-6 (one, seven, six);
Kentucky:
Lotto
4-5-15-23-24-43 (four, five, fifteen, twenty-three, twenty-four,
forty-three)

WASHINGTON — The Tsongas
diehards running a campaign without a candidate dream that the
Democratic race stays topsy-turvy.
If it does, anything could happen.
"If we make enough noise, we
think we can get him back in,"
said Janet Ritchie, an Orlando,
Fla., businesswoman who turned
her company's toll-free number
into a hotline to draft Paul Tsongas
back into the race.
"This is such a bizarre election," added Jim Armenakis, a
New York lawyer keeping that
state's Tsongas campaign alive
even though the candidate dropped
out two weeks ago. "Nobody has a
clue to how this thing will play

Associated Press Writer

MARY ANN ORR
Advertising Manager

DAVID STOM
Circulation Manager

DANIEL T. PARKER
Managing Editor

KAREN COVERT
Classifieds Manager
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"Bscorms A Certified
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COURSES OFFERED
•Introduction To Computers
'Word Processing 'Data Entry
Evening Classes Mon.-Thurs.
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Call 759-9158

Tsongas is doing nothing to
squelch their efforts. In Washington on Wednesday to speak to a

MiiiTay Ledger & Times
To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.

0 All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
CI

Both drivers of two vehicles which
were transported to Parkmiles south of Dukedom Tuesday at 12:30 p.m., According
to reports, two
treatment.
for
Fulton
in
way Regional Hospital
Jr., 18, of
Johnson
E.
Thomas
by
driven
vehicles, the first, a 1977 Toyota
by James K. Emily,
South Fulton, Tenn. collided with a 1992 Mercury drivenKy. 129. Emily was
on
47, of Fulton. Both vehicles were traveling north
another vehicle and
attempting to make a left turn as Johnson was passing by Trooper Richard
investigated
was
accident
The
side.
the
in
struck Emily
Newsome.

business group, he was coy about
getting back in the race.
"I don't know what's going to
happen," Tsongas said, telling the
group his only immediate plans
were to enter a national swimming
championship in May in Florida.

-CAR ACCIDENT
KSP RESPONDS TO TWOwas
taken to Mayfield Community

Ricky D. Stamper, 35, of Rt. 5 Mayfield
of an accident on Ky. 121.
Hospital with head injuries Monday as the resultfollowing
a vehicle traveling
was
Mercury,
1973
a
driving
Stamper, who was
his brakes.
applied
Stamper
slowed,
vehicle
the
south on Ky. 121. As
the center
cross
to
him
causing
locked,
brake
According to reports, the left
Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.,
line and strike a vehicle driven by Steven Retiha, 72,
121. Retiha, who was
who was driving a 1989 Ford northbound on Ky. was not wearing a seat
Stamper
injuries.
no
sustained
belt,
seat
a
wearing
Newsome.
belt. The accident was investigated by Trooper Richard

"That's my focus — I'm totally
an athlete between now and then,"
he said. He joked later, "If I do
well in Fort Lauderdale, I'll
reconsider."
Tsongas said he might step up
only if enough Democrats wanted
him and they grabbed on to his nopain, no-gain economic message.
"If you asked me today, the
answer is no. ... It would have to
be under circumstances where I
thought I could govern ... that you
had a Democratic Party ready to
walk down the path I've chosen."
Tsongas supporters are waging
campaigns in 25 states in an effort
to get him back in the race.

Atlantis lands in Florida
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— Atlantis glided through the
dawn and landed in Florida today
with seven astronauts who spent
more than a week in orbit studying
Earth's atmosphere.
The shuttle touched down at
Kennedy Space Center at 6:23
a.m., its arrival heralded by the
customary twin sonic booms. Commander Charles Bolden Jr. brought
the spaceship to a clean stop on the
concrete runway.
"Welcome back to the planet,
Atlantis. Congratulations on an
outstanding flight," Mission Control's Sidney Gutierrez told
Bolden.
More than 150 people gathered
at Kennedy's landing strip to wet-

and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.
All other subscribers $64.50 per year.

I'( )l

IN INJURIES five and a halt
ACCIDENT RESULTScollided
on Ky. 129, about

Tsongas die-hards say
'anything can happen'

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Publisher

\,.\\

come Atlantis home, including
NASA's new chief, Daniel S. Goldin. It was the first time he had
ever witnessed a shuttle landing.
"When that Atlantis touched
down on the runway, I got tearyeyed. It was just an emotional
experience," Goldin said. "God, it
was great."
About 300 guests, including the
astronauts' families, had to watch
from eight miles away because of
the wind direction — officials
feared shuttle fumes might blow
toward the crowd. The sky was
hazy at landing time.
Atlantis circled the world 143
times during its nine-day voyage
and traveled 3.7 million miles.

Ncws of the World
E
ADMINISTRATION PUSHING AID PACKAG
new aid package

WASHINGTON — The Bush administration is pushing its
for Russia and other former Soviet republics to Congress and the public as
genuine and also vital for U.S. security. "If we do not do what we can to
help democracy succeed in the lands of the old Soviet Union our failure to
act will carry a far higher price," President Bush said Wednesday in
announcing that the United States would help finance a $24 billion international aid fund. With Russian President Boris N. Yeltsin due to confront his
parliament in less than a week,"it was extraordinarily important we send him
a clear signal of our support," Secretary of State James A. Baker III said.
Even as Bush announced the program, however, Democratic challenger Bill
Clinton accused him of moving too slowly on economic and humanitarian
aid. In a New York speech, the presidential candidate called Bush's
approach "reactive, rudderless and erratic."

ING
HOUSE REJECTS S&L CLEANUP FINANC
al leaders

WASHINGTON — Bush administration officials and congression
are scrambling to keep the savings and loan cleanup going after the House
decisively rejected legislation financing the program for another six months.
By a 298-125 vote Wednesday, large majorities of both parties ignored their
leaders' advice and defeated a bill that would have given the Resolution
Trust Corp,. the bailout agency, enough money to operate through September. The RTC still can seize insolvent institutions and keep them open under
government control — a tactic it has adopted in similar delays. But it cannot
proceed with takeover deals to protect depositors in the failed thrifts without
legislation. Rep. Henry B. Gonzalez, D-Texas, the chairman of the House
Banking Committee, promised "whatever steps necessary to keep ...
insured depositors protected." To buy time, he said he would introduce a
stopgap measure to finance the RTC until May 15.

S
A LONGER LIST OF CHECK ABUSER
check writers, the

WASHINGTON— After identifying the House's worst bad
chamber's ethics committee is focusing on naming more than 300 others
who wrote at least one overdraft at the members' bank over 39 months. The
ethics committee on Wednesday punished 17 current and five former House
members by labeling them as abusers of their checking privileges at the
now-dosed bank. Nineteen of the 22 are Democrats. Two lawmakers on a
preliminary list were dropped. The abusers names were published earlier
this month by The Associated Press and other news organizations, most of
them identified by congressional sources. The longer list is expected to take
several weeks to complete. It could have a devastating political impact, forcing new rounds of apologies from members whose free overdraft protection
was not available to their constituents.

MAJOR TAKES AN EGG IN BATH

BATH, England — Prime Minister John Major, to try to avert defeat in the
April 9 election, was struck by an egg and braved hecklers as he engaged in
a bit of street politics. In the country town of Thornbury on Wednesday, the
embattled Conservative Party leader leaped on a soapbox,jabbed his finger
at a heckler and shouted, "I'll tell you why we're going to win ... because we
have a vision." In Bath, while Major was campaigning with the local party
chairman, a young woman hurled an egg at the prime minister, hitting him
on the back of the neck. Major, 49, pressed on through the crowd, shaking
hands, as an aide wiped the dripping yolk off his suit.

'Sting' targets political corruption...
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Buy Any New Poulan
Tractors before April 30 & receive
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a Gas Powered String Trimmer
Retail Value $ 129.95 - $ 229.95

SEE YOUR PARTICIPATING
DEALER TODAY!

(Coni'd from page 1)
Whip Kenny Rapier, D-Barastown;
Sen. David LeMaster, DPaintsville; Rep. Clay Crupper, DDry Ridge; former Republican Rep.
Ronny Layman of Leitchfield; Sen.
Art Schmidt, R-Cold Spring; Rep.
Bill Ark, D-Hodgenville; former
Democratic Rep. Bill McBee of
Burlington; former Democratic
Sen. Helen Garrett of Paducah; and
Sen. Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana.
LeMaster and Bronger are the
chairmen of the Business Organizations and Professions Committees,
which deal with issues such as
horse racing legislation. McBee is
a former chairman of the House
committee.
Several lawmakers, including
Blandford, Rose, Stumbo and Ford,
said they received individual subpoenas for their own campaign
finance records.

"It's obvious to me there's been
some evidence that's been presented to a grand jury that's substantive, or else the United States
attorney would not have taken this
action," Stumbo said Wednesday.
Senate Republican Floor Leader
John Rogers said his personal campaign records were also
subpoenaed.
Agents questioned several people
about a 1988 trip to Florida taken
with several lobbyists. And records
of all seven legislators who took
the trip have been subpoenaed.
Blandford said FBI agents asked
him "just general questions about
horse racing legislation over the
past few years" but didn't mention
any particular legislation
Blandford also said agents played an investigative videotape for
him during the interview Tuesday.
Calling the tape "cloudy and

itk14044141.1
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noisy," Blandford said he could
not identify anyone on the tape,
including himself, and did not recognize any voice.
Blandford said he had done
nothing to fear the interest of
investigators.
Among the witnesses before the
Louisville grand jury Wednesday
was former state Sen. Frank Miller,

a Bowling Green Democrat. Miller
also worked as director of state and
local relations for Wilkinson's
administration. Miller, now a lobbyist for a mental health group,
was chairman of the Senate Banking and Insurance Committee
before his defeat for re-election in
1988.

Bingo bill passes...
(Cont'd from page 1)
bills was overshadowed by a lederal investigation that appears to
focus on the legislature.
House Majority Floor Leader
Greg Stumbo, whose campaign
finance records were subpoenaed,
said it was distracting, but the
House would conduct business as
usual.
Lawmakers return to the Capitol
April 14 and 15 to act on Jones'
vetoes.
The bingo bill, Senate Bill 321,
would allow the 'attorney general's
office to investigate charges of
wrongdoing in charitable activities,
particularly bingo.
The original bill would have
assessed a 6 percent fee on bingo
operators to pay for enforcement.
But the compromise version that
passed the Senate 24-5 and the

House 81-7 was devoid of a funding scheme.
"We had a full loaf but now
we're down to a tenth of a loaf,"
said Sen. Dan Scum, D-Louisville
and the bill's sponsor. "But a tenth
of a loaf is better than no loaf at
all."
Whether the bill has any practical effect will depend on voters,
who will decide in November
whether to legalize charitable gaming. A circuit judge in Simpson
County recently declared the state's
charitable gaming law
unconstitutional.
The bill also would impose a
$5,000 daily limit for bingo prizcs
forbid charities to hire a management company and require cash
and receipts to be handled only by
the charity's officers or employees.

Worship With Us

Custom Drapery,
Pleated Shades,
Verticals, Mini Blinds

Sunday School
Morning Worship Service
Evening Worship Service

10 a.m.
11 a.m.
6 p.m

Every Sunday, We Are On

WSJI) Live 6:00 p.m.

FREE
*Decorating Service
*Installation
208 Main St.

Bro. Heyward Roberts, Pastor

*Estimates

753-483.1

SCOTT'S GROVE
RCH
BAPTIST CHU
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Hwy. 641 North,
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Slaying victims' survivor sues police
Says officers ignored murderer's threats
By BOB LEWIS
Assoclatod Prue Writer

OWENSBORO, Ky. — The city
of Henderson, Ky., its police
department and five present or former officers are accused in a lawsuit of violating two women's civil
rights by not protecting them from
a man who killed them.
William Septer of Henderson
alleged in a complaint filed Monday in U.S. District Court that his
wife, Lavita Sue Septer, and her
daughter, Marla Payne, were
deprived of their right to equal protection under the law.
Mrs. Payne's husband, Wendell
Payne, shot and killed both women
on March 31, 1991, after repeatedly threatening to do so. Payne had
even told officers that they would
be unable to stop him, the lawsuit
contends.
The lawsuit alleges that police
ignored not only Payne's explicit
threats to kill the women and other
family members but also failed to
provide Mrs. Payne protection from
him when she sought it.
Septer contends police violated
the 5th and 9th amendments to the
U.S. Constitution "through malperformance and nonperformance of
their official duties and through
individual attempts to circumvent
the due administration of justice."
The lawsuit seeks unspecified
damages from the city, its police
department, former Police Chief
Larry Ivie, Police Lt. Jerry Summers, Police detectives Tony Fanok
and G. Frank Williams and officer
Bryan K. Abell.
According to the complaint,
Marla Payne talked to police twice
on March 28, but they failed to
explain her rights as a domestic
violence victim, or programs and

shelters available to protect her.
They also failed to tell her she
could seek an arrest warrant against
her estranged husband and obtain a
protective court order, the complaint said.
A Kentucky State Police officer
picked up Payne the night of
March 28 for questioning by Henderson police. But when he was
turned over to city police officers,
he was ordered released by Summers — his brother-in-law, the
lawsuit said.
In an interview later with police,
Wendell Payne threatened to "cut
her (expletive) head off," but

police did not take him into custody, the suit contends.
After Payne shot the women at
the Paynes' home, he killed
himself.
The Kentucky Attorney General's office issued a report on the
handling of the situation last
December which harshly criticized
Henderson's police department and
Ivie in particular. The report
recommended that a grand jury
examine Ivie's role in the matter.
A Henderson County grand jury
inquiry into circumstances surrounding the slayings ended last
month with no indictments.
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Jones signs domestic violence bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A •HB106, a new open-records law.
bill that expands Kentucky's •HB256, to authorize shock probadomestic violence law, extending tion for abuse victims impnsoned
part of its protection to unmarried for shooting their abusers.
couples, was signed into law Wed- •HB352, to raise the legal age for
buying cigarettes and other tobacco
nesday by Gov. Brereton Jones.
House Bill 115 also would make products to 18 from 16.
it a crime to violate a court's •HB401, to adopt the updated
Internal Revenue Code.
emergency protective order.
Jones also signed Senate Bill •H3465, to set stricter standards
193, which would allow teachers to for state licensure of a chemicaluse religious references from his- weapons incinerator.
•1113631, to permit DNA testing of
torical texts.
imprisoned sex offenders.
Other bills signed were:
relating to paternity
•HB637,
•SB56, to allow voter approval of affidavits.
in
plans
solid waste management
•HB652, to create a Kentucky Milsome counties.
itary Affairs Commission.
•51380, to have judges consider •11B738, to establish the West
evidence of domestic violence in Kentucky Corp., an economicdetermining child custody and development agency.
•H3800, to increase membership
visitation.
•SB219, repealing a two-year lim- of the Commission on Fire Protecitation on reinstatement of corpora- tion Personnel Standards and
tions whose charters were dissol- Education.
ved or revoked by the secretary of •House Joint Resolution 130,
renaming Kentucky 313 in Hardin
state.
•HB16, a new open-meetings law. r County the Joe Prather Highway.
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Wilkinson won't fight to keep seat
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson says
he won't fight in court to keep his
seat on the University of Kentucky
board of trustees.
Wilkinson appointed himself to
the board as one of his last official
acts as goVernor.

Tax refunds
pace slower
than usual
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
state Revenue Cabinet says Kentucky income-tax refunds are being
processed faster than last year, but
the pace is still slower than normal.
Taxpayers who filed their returns
by the first week of February
should have received refunds by
now, assuming there were no
errors, said Scott Akers, a cabinet
spokesman.
He said taxpayers who filed this
week might get refunds in 10 to 12
weeks. That's better than last
year's wait of 12 to 14 weeks at
this stage, but still behind eight to
nine weeks for the end of March.
As of Friday, the state had
received 1,034,800 returns, about
23,000 more than last year at this
time, Akers said.
About 290,250 refunds have
been authorized, he said, approximately 70,500 more than at the
same time last year.

Ninety apply for
McCracken Co.
superintendent
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — More
than 90 applications for the Paducah school district superintendent's
job were received by Tuesday's
deadline.
School board member Chuck
Mullen said 15 percent of the
applications were from Kentucky,
with others coming from Florida,
Arizona, Iowa and Michigan.
Superintendent Larry Harper
plans to retire June 30, and the
search committee is expected to
recommend six to 10 names by
April 21. Harper's successor is
expected to be chosen by July 1.

A&A Auto &
Van Rental
'Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean. Dependable Cars
& Vans
*Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
-

East Main St.
luits
, 753-4461

The current session of the General Assembly, at the behest of
Gov. Brereton Jones, passed a bill
to dismiss all 92 higher education
board members who were
appointed without restrictions by
governors.
Half of them would be reap-

pointed after the law takes effect
July 1.
"I think anyone who decided to
challenge that clearly could be successful doing so ... but I do not
intend to challenge it," Wilkinson
said Thesday after speaking to the
Kiwanis club in Lexington.
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Perspective on Politics

Soviet aid package bows
to election-year realities
By DONALD ROTHBERG
Associated Press News Analysis

•
e'•••

Clinton's trial byfire in New York

agreeing to a string of debates, he easy.
"All the polling numbers at this
will be able to reach out directly to
going south on him.
Associated Press NOV/11 Analysis
voters and that the additional expo- stage are
delegate numbers
the
fore
.
There
Brown
t
will work agains
sure
six
next
ent meaning. I think
WASHINGTON — The
Clinton dismissed the importance take on a differ it so difficult for
by
trial
a
as
up
makes
ng
what
shapi
days are
of the Vermont outcome, saying that's
fire for Bill Clinton as the faltering "it was a caucus" and that him," Hart said.
Yet, Hart added, "if Clinton is
Democratic front-runner scrambles
Brown's "supporters came out." not going to be the nominee, it's
that
York
New
in
loss
a
avoid
to
"He inflames people's emotions
could imperil his candidacy and with simple solutions to compli- going to be something more than
e arithmetic" that determines
shock the party establishment.
problems," Clinton told simpl is. "It's going to be some
There's no road map for what's cated
who
ers after the caucus results
beyond New York if the Arkansas report
advanced form of calculus."
posted.
were
chalbrash
the
to
falls
nor
The obstacles to anyone new getgover
A defeat in New York next week ting in at this late date are
lenge of Jerry Brown. Brown has
raise serious new questions
picked up precious few convention would Clinton's clectability in formidable.
about
delegates and hardly seems like the November and would set off a perEven so, some strategists have
le — one
eventual nominee.
of intense soul-searching suggested that it is possib
Scenarios range from Clinton's iod g Democrats nationwide.
g California's
gettin
be
would
way
crossing the finish line bloodied amon analysts suggest a Clinton secretary of state to add whomever
Some
the new
but with a defiant hold on the nomcould rend the process and was selected to become state's
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a
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that
to
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brokof
conse
kind
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the way to
and a raucous hunt among Demo- open convention that hasn't been June 2 ballot.
ered
rer.
rd-bea
standa
new
a
crats for
Then, there remains a bloc of
American politics in
New York's most prominent seen in
772 legally uncommitted
some
tions.
Democrat, Gov. Mario Cuomo, genera answer to this one is not in "super delegates," consisting
"The
s, Democrascoffs at the very idea that Clinton
rule book," said Ann Stone, a mainly of party leader kers, who
the
a
to
and Brown will give way
lawma
and
Democratic strategist and former tic governors
sce
"white knight."
director of the Democratic might be persuaded to coale
Brown's solid victory in Ver- political Committee. "It would around such a candidate at the
nal
mont caucuses on Tuesday, coming Natio everything into question and convention.
throw
rnia
Califo
r
forme
the
on top of
But such a candidate does not
we really have no operational
governor's upset win in Connectiexist.
now
ines."
cut last week, further complicated guidel also are contests Tuesday
Furthermore, Clinton continues
There
Clinton's problems.
nsin and Kansas. But New to hold onto a huge bloc that con2,145
He found himself in the rare pre- in Wisco
with its prize of 242 dele- sists of roughly half of theation.
dicament of having a lopsided York,
nomin
for
d
neede
tes
clearly the main event. delega
1,018.25 delegates to Brown's gates. isn "needs New York as
It would be difficult to imagine a
Clinto
nmome
159.25 — but seeing his
emerging successbadly as he needed Georgia" after new candidate
tum ebbing.
n relinquishing
Clinto
ut
witho
fully
r
d-place finish to forme
The next few days will tell his secon Tsongas in New Hamp- his delegates and endorsing that
whether Clinton's strategy of Sen. Paul
said Democratic pollster individual.
engaging Brown in a series of shire,
"Could he (Clinton) get the
Clinton took Georgia
Hart.
Peter
a
debates — a risky tactic for
ation if he loses in New
nomin
Super
on
up
mop
to
and went on
across
front-runner — will pay, off..
ay. But now things are not so York? Yes, but he would go
Clinton strategists hope that in Tuesd

By TOM RAUM

ssive — billions in aid
WASHINGTON — The numbers sounded impreoutlin
ed Wednesday by
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to the former Soviet republics —
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an electi year. The U.S.
President Bush was tailored to the realities of ," said the president.
money
of
share is "not a tremendous amount
to help democracy take
For months, Bush's rhetoric about the urgency willingness to act.
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root in the republics has been far
news conference. "We
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United
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ed breakdown of the impact
briefed reporters after him would give a detail
of the aid package on the U.S. budget.
ers, Bush replied:
When asked what it would cost American taxpay
g and the feeling of the
"There's not a lot of new money. It's our feelin
ial organizations."
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you the details."
give
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Pressed on the point, he said,
the details.
for
Moments later, the secretary of state was asked I really can't give
that
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"You're asking me for a number this
to come up with a figure
you this morning," said Baker, who promised
later.
his program came
The first criticism Bush received after announcingn of Arkansas, who
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Bill
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from Democratic
of being "overly cauaccused the president not of being too generous but
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Russi
tious on the issue of aid to
much, and some for not
"Some people will attack you for doing too
doing enough," said Bush.
He was right on that score.
the Republican admiFormer President Richard Nixon had shocked
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nistration by calling its effort to help the
.
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the Soviet Union woefully
Kissinger suggested
More recently. former Secretary of State Henry A. massive financial
of
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that
in an article in The Washington Post
"excessive claims" of
aid to the former Soviet republics were making
what it could accomplish.
nger "we must avoid
"Given the barren democratic soil," wrote Kissi and to the Russian
public
the temptation of overselling — to the Western democracy." He said aid
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will
aid
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was a $12 billion
The biggest s,ngle number in the Bush package
ary Fund. That
Monet
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Intern
increase in the U. commitment to the
it, demanding
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action
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have
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Democ
was not a new prop al.
need for the
the
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that Bush give them'political cover by publicly statintees, not a direct
guaran
loan
increase. At any rate, the total is for
appropnation.
Foreign Relations
Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind., a senior member of the package.
aid
an
for
ing
lobby
committee, played a key role in
"extremely partisan"
Lugar conceded the IMF debate has often been
certain the president
and he said House Democrats "wanted to make
asked for this."
very pleased that he
"He is the president and he must lead and we are
.
is doing so," said the Indiana Republican

World Editorial Roundup

Bush cart have a 'Wonderful Life
Ever wonder what happened to
Clarence, the guardian angel of
George Bailey (a.k.a. Jimmy Stewart) in the classic film "It's a Wonderful Life?" Clarence, you'll
recall, got his wings by helping
George Bailey see how miserable
the life of his friends would have
been had he not been born_
It can now be reported, on reliable authority, that Clarence has
been sent to help George Bush.
How else to explain the second
chance Bush has been given to
resurrect his moribund presidency
and leave a legacy of which he can
be proud?
Last year, Bush's approval ratings were in the stratosphere. Now
they are in the toilet because the
President squandered an opportunity following the Persian Gulf War
to seize the moment and reshape
Congress and the political landscape. Now, thanks to the House of
Representatives shooting itself in
the foot in the check -kiting scandal, the President has a chance to
become St. George the congressional dragon slayer and reformer
who wants to clean up Congress
and restore the American people's
faith in public service.
The President's role model for
this should be Harry Truman in the
election of 1948.
Then, as now, voters were upset
by high taxes, a rising cost of liv-

1,•S THOLGI ITS

ing and revelations of corruption in
Washington. Republicans had won
control of Congress in 1946 with
the slogan "Had enough?" Two
years later Truman had had
enough, and he determined not
only to win the election but to get
back the Democrat majority.
Truman called the Republican
Congress a "do-nothing Congress,"
a widely quoted slogan. He decided
to take on Congress, portraying the
institution as the enemy of the
American people. In his tough
acceptance speech at the Democratic conventions, Truman announced
that on July 26 he would call Congress back into session to pass
legislation he believed was good
for the country. When Congress did
nothing, Truman applied the "donothing" label and it stuck. He then
began a grueling campaign from
Labor Day to Election Day, covering nearly 22,000 miles and delivering 275 speeches.
Truman treated Congress with
scorn and ridicule. He said he and
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the finish line bleeding. It would be
a terrible setback," said Bob Beckel, who managed Democrat Walter
Mondale's 1984 campaign.
Clinton would be "in real trouble" if the election were held
today, Beckel suggested.
But he recalled that Mondale
also appeared to be heading for a
New York defeat at the hands of
then-Sen. Gary Hart but "Hart
made a number of mistakes" that
worked to Mondale's advantage in
New York.
"I don't say Clinton is in trouble. But he better have a good
week," Beckel said. "He couldn't
have had a worse week."
• • • •
S
(EDITOR' NOTE — Tom Raum
covers national politics for The
Associated Press.)

gress. That might get some attention and inspire the voters, who
would know what they were voting
for and have a specific agenda by
which they could hold those making the promises accountable.
The 1948 Democratic convention
followed the Republican convention (this summer, El* Republican
convention follows the Democrahis Vice President, Sen. Alben tic). In his scathing acceptance
Barkley, would "win this election speech, Truman dissected the
and make these Republicans like it Republican platform point by
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integrity within
time, he believes the people should understand he's been told that
elect a Democrat president in 1996 transforming President Bush would
and a Democratic majority to Con- earn him a halo.
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'Liars' is great book

home for unwed mothers."
Publishers Weekly says the book
is about "the search for faith and
family" and describes Patchett's
debut as a novelist to be "resonant
and promising."
The influential Kirkus Reviews
talks about St. Elizabeth's as a
home for unwed mothers where "a
good woman finds she cannot lie
her way beyond love."
With all due respect for the compilers of the press kit, I have to say
that Patron Saint of Liars goes far
beyond the breathy blurbs of the
promotional materials. It is a book
pie who love a good story,
u
sp
readers who enjoy being swept into
a world to unlikely and so believable at the same time, that you
don't want the story to end.

"Liars" is also a book for other
writers. It is language rich with
imagery, humor and originality.
Characters are as common as dirt
and unique as fingerprints.
The story is divided into three
sections, each narrated by a different character. The first is Rose,
the subject of the book's title. Her
account of events leading up to her
flight from the west coast to a
home for unwed mothers in Habit,
Kentucky, is as straightforward and
unforgiving as Rose herself. She
begins the novel by saying,"I was
somewhere outside of Ludlow,
California, headed due east toward
Kentucky, when I realized I would
be a liar for the rest of my life."
Son, who becomes Rose's husband, takes control of the middle

part of the book. The way he tells
his story, and the role he plays at
St. Elizabeth's, are one and the
same. Son is the handyman, the
solid and steady stranger who
showed up one day and stayed
forever. He is the only man welcome in a community of young
pregnant women who flee the gossip and judgment of he world outside of Habit.
Cecilia, Rose's daughterAiraws
Liars to its conclusion. She is the
real hero of the story, a survivor of
abandonment and a bridge between
Habit and the rest of the world.
A native of Ashland City, Tenn.,
Patcheu is a contributor to Seventeen and Elle magazines, and has
been published in (among others)
The lows Review, the Southern
Review and The Paris Review.
Most recently, her work appeared
in a collection of short stones, The
&afield Prize Stories.
The national book tour • The
es stops
Patron Saint of Liars i
Oxford,
is,
Man
ille,
in Nashv
Jackson, Little • k, Chicago,
Madison, Cinc' sti, Louisville,
Lexington, I a City, Los Angeles
and San F ncisco.
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dismissals
JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
March 31, have been released as
follows:

Murray Today editor
Kenlake State Park is sponsoring an Essay contest for fourth and fifth
grades classes in Marshall and Calloway County Schools. Each student's
essay should comply to the following rules: Subject, Kentucky BiCentamial; length, 300-500 words; criteria: content, spelling and neatness; due date, May 1, 1992; cover page: student's name, name of school,
home telephone number and grade. One winner from each county (Marshall and Calloway) will be a special guest of the park and receive a
weekend vacation at Kenlake State Resort Park which will include two
nights' lodging and dinner for winner and immediate family (not to
exceed four persons), with lodging subject to availability. Winner will be
notified May 15, 1992. Essays should be mailed to Kenlake State Resort
Park, ATTN: Ky Bicentennial, Rt. 1, Box 522, Hardin, Ky. 42048. For
more information call Gloria Peck-Hargrove at 474-2211 or
1-800-325-0143.

Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Dismissals
L.V. Hudspeth, 100 Pine St., Mur- April 1, have been released as
ray; Mrs. Ruby Ober& Harris, 613 Ellis follows:
Dr., Murray; Mrs. Katie Williams, At. 2,
ns

Brooks Chapel UMW will meet
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church Women will meet tonight (Thursday) at 6 p.m. at the home of Rachel Jackson. A special film will be shown.
All interested women are invited.

Newborn admissio
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Cherry baby boy, parents, Marilynn
93,
Box
2,
Rt.
Jr.,
Edwards
Herman
and Steve, 1001 Dunlap St., Paris,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Woodrow Miler, At. Tenn.;
South
1111
1, Hardin; Samuel Shealy,
Yoder baby girl, parents, Mary and
16th St., Murray;
At. 1, Box 321, Cottage Grove,
Sylvan,
Mrs. Virginia Rhoades, 803 North
Tenn.:
17th St., Murray; Mrs. Doris Robbins,
Lamb baby girl, parents, Laura and
304 East 13th St., Benton;
Mrs. Bettye Jo Break, Rt. 6, Box 66, Derek, A27 Fox Meadows, Murray;
Snyder baby girl, parents, Marcie
Murray; Mrs. Linda Bennett, At. 2, Box
and Danny, 810 Blue Springs Red.,
11, Puryear, Term.;
Cadiz;
Roger Steve Gordon, 1905 GatesBreaux baby girl, mother, Angela,
borough, Murray; Mrs. Faye Oakley,
Rt. 1, Big Sandy, Tenn.
698 Tuggle Rd., Cadiz;
Dismissals
Miss Hope Jordan, 106 East Fuller,
Mrs. Usa Satterwhite and baby girl,
Mayfield; Mrs. Wanda Bennett and
1505 Diuguid 88, Murray; Mrs. Usa
baby girl, 1013 Depot St., Paris,
Woods and baby girl, Rt. 8, Box 345,
Tenn.;
Mayfield;
Benton;
3,
Rt
,
Humphrey
Kenneth
Mrs. Teresa Hardison and baby boy,
Mrs. Katie Kingins and baby boy, HC

TOPS meeting is tonight
A new TOPS (taking off pounds sensibly) chapter will meet tonight
(Thursday) at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, U.S. Highway 641 North. Weigh-in will be from 6 to 7 p.m. and the meeting will be
from 7 to 8 p.m. Any interested persons are encouraged to attend this meeting. TOPS is a noncommercial, nonprofit weight-control organization which
was the first of the major weight-control clubs. The purpose of TOPS is primarily to help all the overweight who are sincerely interested in losing
weight and keeping it off sensibly. For more information call 753-7638.

Nolcox, Davis, Jones and
Fenner births announced

Libertarians plan events
Events are planned by the Libertarians on Friday and Saturday, April 3
and 4. The group will be on the second floor of Bookstore Concourse at
Curris Center, Murray State University, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Friday, and
will meet from 7 to 9 p.m. Friday in the Mississippi Room of the Curris Center. Saturday the Libertarians will be at the Calloway County Public Library
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Income tax help available
The Volunteer Income Tax Assistance Program (VITA) at Murray State
University will offer help with basic income tax returns on Fridays, April 3
and 14, from 12 noon to 4 p.m. in the Business Buildin9 Room 302, MSU.
Volunteers trained by the Internal Revenue Service will assist. This free
assistance will be to students, senior citizens and low income taxpayers
who file Form 1040EZ, Form 1040A, or a basic Form 1040 Federal tax
return. VITA volunteers also alert taxpayers to special credits and deductions for which they will be eligible. VITA is sponsored by the MSU Accounting Department and Beta Alpha Psi. For information call 762-4193.

Douthitt to give services
Louis Douthitt, CPA, is giving his free services as an accountant for
senior citizens and disabled persons in filing their income tax papers.
Douthitt will be at the Glendale Road Church of Christ from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
each Tuesday through Tuesday, April 14. Persons should call the church,
753-3714, for an appointment.

Independence plans fish supper
A fish supper will be served at Independence United Methodist Church on
Saturday, April 4, starting at 6 p.m. This will be all you can eat includinn
fish, beans, cote slaw, French fries, dessert and drink. The price will be $5
for adults and $2.50 for children under 12. This event is being sponsored by
the Independence United Methodist Men. The public is invited to attend the
event at the church, located east of Almo off Highway 464.

Sarah Kathryn Nolcox

Karen Nolcox and Terry Stevens
of Murray are the parents of a
daughter, Sarah Kathryn Nolcox,
born on Wednesday, March 25, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds
two ounces and measured 201/2
inches. A sister is Joy Nolcox, 9.
Grandmothers are Marilyn Palk of
San Antonio, Texas, and Irene
Maynard of Majestic, Ky.

Rt. 6, Box 28, Mayfield; Mrs. Debra
Irvan and baby girl, Rt. 5, Box 234,
Mayfield;
Ms. Lillie Pace. F33 Mur-Cal Apts.,
Murray; Ms. Carolyn Suggs, Rt. 6,
Murray; James Edward Allen, 1217
North 16th St, Murray;
Thomas Nesbitt, Rt. 4, Box 261,
Murray; Mrs. Mary Lucille Marshall, At.
2, Box 341, Murray; Cecil Farris, P.O.
Box 128, Murray;
Paul Smith, Rt. 5, Mayfield; Mrs.
Louise Thompson, 110 Mewmorial Dr.,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Laura Gupton, Rt.
1, Box 130, Kirksey;
Mrs. Margaret Downey, At. 8, Box
595, Murray; Mrs. Artis Fuqua, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray; William
Weaks, P.O. Box 1153, Murray.

THEATRES

'WM* Men Can't 1:30
3:40
.(R)
JINN)
7:20

with woody Harrelson
Rodney Danger/told In
'Lady Bugs'

1.30
3.20
7 20
9.15
(PG13)
1 30
"Basic Instinct"
3 50
(R)
706
Starring Michael Douglas 9.25

IOW OPEN
24 Hours
7 Days
\(k...Week

M.P.'s
Restaurant

Rent your movies • at the movies!

-Daily Specials-

753.3314
100R Chestnut
•
Open 11:am to 10:pm

901 Coldwater Rd.(5 Points)
759-9178

Nathaniel Paul Jones

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Jones of Florissant, Mo., are the parents of a
son, Nathaniel Paul Jones, born on
Thursday, Feb. 27, at St. Luke's
Hospital, Si Louis, Mo. The baby
weighed eight pounds and one
ounce. The mother is the former
Beth Outland. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Jones of Sullivan, Mo., and Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Outland of Murray.

Brandon Corey Davis
Maryann Lynne Fenner
Christopher Corey Davis and
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Fenner of
Aleicia Renee Miller of 213B West Kingston Springs, Tenn., are the
12th Si, Benton, are the parents of parents of a daughter, Maryann
a son, Brandon Corey Davis, born Lynne Fenner, born on Thursday,
on Friday, March 27, at 12:45 p.m. March 19, at Vanderbilt Medical
at Murray-Calloway County Hospi- Center, Nashville, Tenn. The baby
tal. The baby weighed eight pounds weighed eight pounds and three
15 ounces and measured 21 inches. ounces. The mother is the former
Grandparents are Bruce Davis of Lynne Outland. Grandparents are
Paducah, Happy Vaughn of Orlan- Ms. Ann Fenner of Huntsville,
do, Fla., and Paula Miller of Ala., Frank Fenner of Mountain
Benton.
City, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles D. Outland of Murray.

9:30

NOW OPEN
Bible Treasures Bookstore
18 Dixieland Center (next to the Book Rack)

Bibles - Books - Gifts - Music - Cards

get "Where everything is discounted everyday" ignt

763-8498

Select herb plants for kitchen and garden
carefully chosen and organically grown
for you

STORY HOUSE
HERB FARM
(502) 753-4158
Member,
Kentucky Nurseryman's
Association

Open Fridays and Saturdays
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and by appointment
- Located four miles West of Murray Take Highway 94 W to Squire Erwin Rd
Turn left and go one had mile to the
greenhouse

INDULGE YOUR WARDROBE
PAMPER YOUR BUDGET

Arbor Day Celebration Friday
Calloway County Arbor Day celebration will be Friday, April 3, at 11 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Park. The presentation of Tree City USA Plaque
will be by former senator Greg Higdon. Tree planting will be by Mayor William Cherry, Judge Executive George Weaks, Pam Shay, Nan Rodgers and
Jane Steely. Others appearing on the program will be Arlie Scott, Robert
Hendon, Leslie Steely, Ron Talent, state forester, Miranda Rogers, Melody
Parker, and Jacob Falwell. The public is invited to attend this special event,
said Maxine P. Scott, Calloway County 4-H Bi-Centennial Chairman.

ENTIRE STOCK COATS

ENTIRE STOCK SPRING

AND RAINCOATS

JOG SUITS

CCHS Class of 1972 to meet
The 1972 dass of Calloway County High School will meet Thursday, April
2, at 7 p.m. in the Agriculture Department of Calloway County High School.
This will be to plan the 20-year reunion of the class. All class members are
urged to attend to plan this special occasion.

33% OFF

I/3 OFF

C&MA group meeting Monday
Christian and Missionary Alliance Bible Study will meet Monday, April 6,
at 7 p.m. alleor_ge Weaks Community Center, Poplar and South Seventh
is
Streets, Murray. This is open to all interested persons. Eugene F. Howard
pastor for the local group. He may be called at 1-683-8265.

SELECTED DRESSY STYLES
JP/4'
/
OF _it

ENTIRE STOCK

SHOES HANDBAGS & JEWELRY

Joy Fellowship to meet April 6

20% OFF

The Joy Fellowship of First Assembly of God Church will meet Monday,
April 6, from 6 to 8:30 p.m. at Pagliai's. A special Easter Hat contest will be
call
held. Doris Strong of Paducah will be the speaker. For reservations
Judy Denton at 753-9830.

Day of Recollection at Aurora
A Day of Recollection will, be Sunday, April 5, at 10:30 a.m. Mass at St.
Henry's Catholic Church, Aurora. The theme will be -By Name We Are
Called.- A sack lunch is requested for the noon lunalison. Coffee and drinks
p.m.
will be available. A communal penitential service will begin at 2

ENTIRE STOCK

PETITE
DRESSES

ENTIRE STOCK

Retired Teachers will meet
The Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet Monday,
4(N 6, at the Ellis Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr., Murray. Refreshments
Wilwill be served at 1 p.m. and the program will start at 1:30 p.m. Peggyhandliams, director of W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training center for the
at
capped) will give an update on the various activities of the local center
eduall
retired
invites
Gantt
Wilson
President
CCRTA
Murray.
St.,
in
cators from the Murray City, Calloway County and Murray State University
First
sOtersm to attend and to consider membership in Calloway County,
District and Kentucky RTA groups.

SUITS

1/4 TO 1/3 OFF

SEPARATE SPORTSWEAR

Sorority taking applications
ns for
XI Alpha Pt Chapter of Bets Sigma Phi sorority is taking applicatio to
Market
Flea
and
Show
Crafts
and
Artf
Lake
exhibitors for the Kentucky
Fenbe held Saturday and Sunday. May 23 and 24. The show wiN be at the will
Proceeds
Aurora.
Lakes,
the
Between
Land
WA's
of
Area
Access
ton
be donated to charity. For more information write to P.O. Sox 1332, Murray,
Ky. 42071 or call 753-1480.

BRIGHT'S

20% OFF ,
Court Square, Murray
Open Daily 9:30-5:00
Fridays till 8:30
Sundays 1:00-5:00
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fil"Si birthday

CALENDAR
Thursday, April 2
Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club/7 p.m./club
house.

Thursday, April 2
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Info/Kennith Broach,
753-3580.

Murray Art Guild/open 6-9 p.m.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of
VFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Holly says... See our large selection of
• Gourmet Bunny Chocolates
• Stuffed Bunnies • Easter Arrangements
• Rabbit Treasure Candles

"Wonderful Goodies to fill Easter Baskets"

. eszPlace
Happin
305 So. 12th St.

753-4567

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous/7 p.m./Parish Center/
St. Leo Catholic Church.

"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest"/8 p.m./Johnson Theatre,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. In1o/762-3385.

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Dance/Ronny's Place/7-10 p.m.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
RCIA/7 p.m.; Knights of Columbus
meeting/7:30 p.m. at K/C building.

Friday, April 3
All schools in Calloway County
and Murray City Systems are
closed today to begin the annual
spring break.

First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult
Exercise/5 p.m.

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

ucKis

Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:30
Sat. 7:30-3:00

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.

Hwy. 45 E • One Mile South of Downtown Martin, Tennessee

Bathroom Vanities

" Chipboard
7/16

Hardwood Plywood

$650

3/4" Lumber Core Oak

$3900

3/4" Oak Particle Board

Top Included

While Quantities Last $24x

Electric or Gas

Vinyl Floor Covering
$325

$45°°

Sheet

Landscape Timbers
$295 ea
Treated Lattice

Hot Water Heater
Gal.$x
155

40

Over 100 Panels
To Choose From

,

Closet Maid Organizers
Easy 8 Economical Way
To Double Closet Space
Fits Up To 6 Wide

$1 99

$250 Up

&

"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest"/8 p.m./Johnson Theatre,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. Info/7624421 or
762-6797.

Brand Names Like
Armstrong. Congoieom

Wallpaper
& Borders

Paneling

Alford Lodge No. 445 Order of
Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./lodge hall at
Aurora.

sq. yd. & up

30 Gal $145°°

$6"Panel

I

Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge.

Starting At

#2

Up

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Fish Fries/5:30 p.m.; Stations of the Cross/7 p.m.; Movies
at Newman House/8 p.m.

$1899

"
Fits Up To 8' Wide $20

Hazard Communication course/8
a.m.-5 p.m./Room 146, Collins
Center, Murray State University.
Info/762-3385.

TUCK'S -Where Our Name Means A Great Deal!
•Treated Lumber -Insulation -Commodes -Tubs • Showers
-Lumber -Plywood -Kitchen Cabinets -Bath Vanities -Whirlpools

ws.4

=

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
AA and Al-Anon open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.

Phone
(901) 587-3000

Discount Paneling

1

Murray State University Brass
Choir/8 p.m./Annex Recital Hall,
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Admission
free.

Murray State University Percussion Ensemble recital/8 p.m./Annex
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center. Admission free.

1

i

.

1 ii"

-

iii

-

(Cont'd on page 7)

-

Kristen Paige Rogers celebrated her first birthday en Sunday, March
1. A party on the theme of "Minnie and Me" was held at Mr. Gatti's
Pizza with family and friends present. She is the daughter of Kelly
and Hope Rogers and the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Rogers
and Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Grogan.

Lockhart and Paschall vows
will be solemnized Saturday
Plans have been completed for
the wedding of Miss Michelle
Lockhart and Stanley Boyd
Paschall.
Miss Lockhart is the daughter of
Mrs. Donna Lockhart of Cadiz and
the late Bill G. Lockhart.
Mr. Paschall is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Cedric Paschall of
Murray.
The vows will be said Saturday,
April 4, at 6:30 p.m. at Memorial
Baptist Church, Main and 10th
Streets, Murray.
Officiating will be the Rev. Jim
Simmons.
Music will be presented by Paula
Faye Ladd, pianist, Peggy Hen-

dricks, organist, and Tim Green
and David Harp, soloists.
Miss Tonya Simmons will be the
maid of honor for Miss Lockhart.
Bridesmaids will be Heather
Key, Sherry Lassiter and Stacey
Paschall.
Wayne Cathey will be best man
for Mr. Paschall.
Groomsmen will be Robert Johnson, David Mikulcik and Randy
Wilson.
A reception will follow in the
Hospitality Room of the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Alpha Delta Pi Sorority has
elected Murray girls to offices
Five Murray girls have been
named as new officers and committee members for 1992 by the Alpha
Delta Pi Sorority, Epsilon Omicron
Chapter, at Murray State
University.
They are as follows:
#Amy Young, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Burton Young, as execu-
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live vice president. She is a junior
majoring in business administration. Some of her activities include
work in men's basketball office,
IIKA Diamond and intramural
sports.
#April K. Lane, daughter of
Bobbie Lane, as alumni chairman.
She is a junior majoring in public
relations. Some of her activities
include Student Society VP,
American Humanics student society VP, Chorale Union and University swimming instructor.
#Amy Christy Miller, daughter
of Cary and Marilyn Miller, as
activities office. She is a sophomore majoring in rehabilitation.
Some of her activities include president of Civitan Club, Social Work
Club, Rehab Club, works at MSU
Foundation and Office of
Development.
#Leslie Weatherford, daughter of
Marvin and Jackie Weatherford, as
Alpha Education chairman. She is a
sophomore majoring in psychology. Some of her activities include
Dunker's Darlin and White Hall
vice president.
#1-lolly Nicole Blalock, daughter
of Don and Barbara Blalock, as
Panhellenic representative. She is a
freshman majoring in chemistry.
Some of her activities include Student Alumni Association and
volleyball.

-
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New Concord Club meets at Fritsch home

It 't' 1 1/eel /I 1,(

LI i
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Hula Fritsch was hostess at her
home for the March meeting of the
New Concord Homemakers club.
The club collect was read. Roll
was called and the minutes read by
Betty Kirkenmeier. Almyria Parker
gave report on the flower fund.
Topics of discussion included
the Bicentennial Celebration in

June and the quilt being made to
display at that time; the tasting
luncheon to be held April 30.
Members were urged to register to
vote by April 28.
Hats, scarves and mittens are
still needed for Cal's Coats Collection as well as old eye glasses for

Participation in Community
Affairs" was presented.
Those in attendance included
Kathryn Lewis, Hazel Matthai,
Millie Graves, Olene Poor, Pat
Swisher, members; Shirley Colby
and Jo Peacock, guests.
The next meeting will be Wednesday, April 8, at 1 p.m. in the
home of Simone Taylor.

the Lions Club.
Other events noted were a seminar on "Enhancing Your Figure
Through Fashion," a craft workshop led by Melissa Harvey, a
NISU home economics major and
an Arthritis lesson for May.
State Homemakers meeting will
be May 13 and 14 in Lexington.
The lesson on "Importance of

Shedd Academy offers special
tutorial programs at Mayfield

1,a

b•
4

_AP

4/k.do

411 10

11.

Serving as officers of Harris Grove Homemakers Club are, from left,
Kathryn Ray, president, Elizabeth Parks, vice president, Myrtle
Jones, treasurer, and Molena Armstrong, secretary. At the March
meeting at Ellis Center, a special report was given by Marie Hicks on
"The After-effects of the Flu;" Gene Wrather gave a major lesson on
"Importance of Participation of Community Affairs:" and Obena
Hale gave a lesson on "Chinese Cookery." Margaret Taylor gave the
devotion on "Pattern for Living: How To Manage Your Time." Hostesses were Mrs. Taylor and Agnes Watson. The club will meet Wednesday, April 8, at 10 a.m. at Ellis Center with lessons to be on
"Home Furnishings Update," "Sensational Shoes," and "Kentucky
Women of Yesteryear." Hostesses will be Martha White and Lurline
Wilkerson. Visitors are welcome.

Qu ill promotion plan/Ica

Presently, it is estimated that 10 area to offer a specialized summer
to 15 out of every 100 children and school for ADD students this
teenagers have a reading problem summer.
For more information, contact
and/or attention deficit disorders.
These problems affect their ability Miss Debbie Taylor, Admission's
Office or Dr. Thompson, Director,
to handle school work.
The signs of these problems are at Shedd Academy, 346 Central
poor school grades and difficulties Ave., P.O. Box 493, Mayfield, KY
with attention span, concentration, 42066, or call 1-502-247-8007.
distractability and low reading
abilities.
These are bright individuals in
most cases. Often these sudents
have trouble with handwriting,
writing skills, organization, reversals, and finishing their work.
Specialized tutorial programs, a
summer school, or a full-time
school are available through Shedd
Academy and its satellite
programs.
The first step in the process is
for students, ages 6 to 18, plus
adults, to be screened to determine
if this may be their difficulty. The
You wouldn't think of letting just
next screening will be Saturday,
anybody cut your hair, and yet your
April 18, by appointment only.
health is much more important than
Shedd Academy is the only
school in the Western Kentucky
your hair. When you need to lose

When You Want The Best
You Ask A Pro
The Weight-Management
Professionals Are at HealthP/us

AR
CALEND
(Cont'd from page 6)
Friday, April 3

tl

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

41.111•11.111.0.
•
•

11
:
II.
e
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Kathy Perkins

weight, you need the experience of a
professional. Call HealthPlus today
for a free no-obligation consultation &
body composition analysis and find
out what the eipeadencied weight-loss
professionals at HealthP/us can do for
you!

Martha Duncan

Call Martha or Kathy Today!

0016•0414
•0.0

Annual Student Art Exhibit by
Murray State University students/
on display today through May
7/Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts
Center. Awards ceremony/7 p.m.
Admission free.

;

Land Between the Lakes events
include Spring Ploughing, Fence
Building and lion Industry/10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m./Homeplace;
Feeding Time/9:15 a.m., Bald and
Golden Eagles/2 p.m. and Red
Wolves and Coyotes/3 p.m., Nature
Center; Seven Wonders of Solar
System/11 a.m. and 2 p.m./Visitor
Center.
The Senior Citizen Ladies of the Dexter Community Center have
quilted this quilt which was donated by Mrs. Damon Mathis. Holding
the quilt is Elsie Springer, Dexter director. The seniors will be offering tickets for 50 cents donation with the money to be used for the
upkeep and maintenance of the center. Plans are to give the quilt
away at its annual spring bazaar to be held in May.

301 N. 12th St.
University Square

WEIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

753-9932

Read the CLASSIFIEDS
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Azaleas

4:

Red
Pink
White
Lavender
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All

GENERAL TIRE EMPLOYEES

Cabbage
Cauliflower
Broccoli

Plastic Pot
Recycling

99C

Return Your Plastic
Pots To Rolling Hills
For Credit

The following pharmacies:
Spring Flora '92
Is Coming
Saturday, April 18 to
Rolling Hills Nursery

are accepting General Tire Employees
NEW Insurance Cards for prescription
drug coverage.

Cherokee Chief Dogwood
First Lady Variegated Dogwood
Cherokee Princess Dogwood
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Stith, Cavs hold off Irish to win NIT title

,

k

.
4
1

elite company," he said.
NEW YORK (AP) — As he did throughout a brilliant college career,
Sampson and current Virginia coach Jeff Jones played on the Virginia
Bryant Stith came through when it counted.
team
that beat Minnesota for the 1980 NIT championship. Jones is the
Stith, Virginia's career scoring leader, didn't score a single point first to win the NIT as a player and coach.
against Notre Dame in the first I81/2 minutes of the second half of Wed"It's a great experience to play in a game of this magnitude," Jones
nesday night's NIT championship game. But he made a clutch jumper and said. "It doesn't matter what people say (about the NIT being a secondtwo free throws at the end of regulation and hit five free throws in over- rate tournament). We feel very good about being in the NIT and winning
ume, leading the Cavaliers to an 81-76 victory and their second NIT title. it."
The 6-foot-5 senior finished with 24 points and eight rebounds, and
After Virginia took a 69-66 lead in overtime on two free throws by
was named the tournament's most valuable player.
Cory Alexander and one by Anthony Oliver, Notre Dame tied it at 69 on a
The Cavaliers (20-13) overcame a career-high 39 points by Notre Dame foul shot by Bennett and two free throws by LaPhonso Ellis.
guard Elmer Bennett. who sent the game into overtime on a leaning
But Virginia took the lead for good at 70-69 on a free throw by Stith
3-pointer with 3.8 seconds left in regulation.
with
2:17 left and increased the margin to 79-73 on a pair of foul shots by
"I struggled in the second half," said Stith, who made six of 14 shots Oliver with 17.8 seconds remaining.
and 10 of 12 free throws. "But at crunch time, I wanted the ball."
Notre Dame (18-15), which lost to Virginia by 27 points at CharlottesStith joined such stars as Ralph Sampson, Walter Frazier, Lenny Wilk- ville on Jan. 18, cut it to 79-76 on a long 3-pointer by Bennett with
ens and George Mikan as MVP of the tournament.
"I was looking in the guide at some of the MVPs. and I'm in pretty (Cont'd on page 9)

Kentucky signee
Rodrick Rhodes
will play in '92

4

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
University of Kentucky fans had
their hopes for next season bolstered with the word that New
Jersey high school basketball
star Rodrick Rhodes is academically eligible.
Rhodes, the 6-foot-7 prep AllAmerican from Jersey City,
N.J., scored better than the
NCAA minimum of 700 on his
latest attempt at the Scholastic
Aptitude Test. The score came
in the mail yesterday, delighting
everyone at St. Anthony's High
School.
"We're all fired up," said
coach Bob Hurley, who this
weekend will be watching his
son Bobby lead Duke's defense
of the national championship.
"We've been on the edge of our
seats for two weeks, waiting for
the score."
Because Rhodes is eligible.
Kentucky gets another bonus
because 6-9 Walter McCarty of
Evansville, Ind. will also be able
to begin classes at UK.
McCarty is an academic nonqualifier who will not be eligible to play next season. The
Southeastern Conference allows
only one non-qualifier in basketball each year to sit out. McCarty can join the team his sophomore year and have three years
of eligibility.
Rhodes averaged 23 points,
10 rebounds, four steals, four
assists and four blocked shots
per game for St. Anthony's,
which finished the season 28-2
and ranked No.9 in the nation
by USA Today.
UK point guard Travis Ford
underwent arthroscopic surgery
in New York Wednesday to
remove part of his left knee cap.
Ford injured the knee in October
but played on it all season.
Ford will begin rehabilitation
immediately and could be back
to full strength by June,

Massimino headed•for UNLV job
LAS VEGAS (AP) — Seven years to the day after
his Villanova team shocked Georgetown to win the
NCAA championship, Rollie Massimino was
expected to be named Wednesday to take over the
powerful hut troubled UNLV basketball program.
Villanova athletic director Ted Accto said that
Massamino resigned Wednesday in order to go to
UNLV.
"I was surprised he took the job," Aceto said. "I
thought he would retire at Villanova."
Massimino was to appear at a Las Vegas news
conference with UNLV president Robert Maxson
later Wednesday.
Massimino replaces Jerry Tarkanian, whose spectacular 19-year run at UNLV ended bitterly last
month in a resignation he claimed was coerced by
university administrators who wanted him out.
Massimino reportedly got a five-year contract that
includes a S106.000 base salary and other benefits
and outside deals that could make it worth S700,000
a year.
The 57-year-old Massimino was named the new
coach exactly seven years after his Villanova team
pulled one of college basketball's greatest upsets by
shocking Big East rival Georgetown to win the
NCAA title.
Massimino, in the seventh year of a 10-year con-

Final Four Follies
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — They haven't even
appeared on the same stage yet and the Bobby and
Coach K Show has already begun.
The preliminary act was something of a lovefest.
"Duke's probably the best team in the country,"
Indiana coach Bob Knight said. "Mike's done an
excellent job."
"Coach Knight and I are good friends," Duke's
Mike Knyzewski, who played and coached under
Knight. said. "He's had a big impact on who I am
and what I've become in coaching. We're good
friends now and we'll be good friends after the
game. too."
Each then declared Duke and Indiana (though not
necessarily in that order) as "my two favorite
teams."

The teams meet Saturday night in the second semifinal at the Metrodome, following Cincinnati vs.
Michigan.
The first official Final Four media function took
place Wednesday, with Knight, Krzyzewski, Cincinnati coach Bob Huggins and Michigan's Steve Fisher
taking part in national conference calls from their
home bases. By today, all four teams will be in the
Twin Cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul.
Saturday's opener offers an intriguing matchup of

I lean and Fitness Club

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers
1.0.m. D rChd
j
C 0IIG 11..^C or
0.."011100../*
G-....„

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So ..paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

Miirray Ledger & Times

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Calloway County couldn't
overcome Reidland's five-run
first inning and dropped Wednesday's baseball season opener to
the Greyhounds 7-3 at Calloway.
Reidland, last year's First Region champion, pounded out five
hits and took advantage of two
Laker errors in the top of the first
to take a 5-0 lead on starter Jason
Greer and the Lakers.
"We came out tight early," said
Laker coach Eddie Morris. "We
were pushing ourselves to make
the plays and missed the routine
plays. We gave up two runs you

just can't give up to a team like
Reidland."
Calloway responded with two
runs in their half of the first to
cut it to 5-2.
Greer took the loss for the
Lakers, while Wesley Cogdell
sparkled in two innings of relief.
Sophomore shortstop Tim
McGrew led the Laker hitting
attack with a two for three
performance.
"One of the bright spots was
our hitting," Morris said. "We
cranked out six hits against a
good pitcher. Last year, I think it
took us three games to get six
hits.
"The kids are really excited
about the season."

Players strike threatens NHL playoff season

759-9999

7

Michigan's "Fab Five" freshmen vs. Cincinnati's
"Transfer Ten."
But clearly, Knight vs. Krzyzewski — Bobby vs.
Coach K. mentor vs. prized pupil — figures to steal
the show.
Dress rehearsal took place Wednesday as the pair
sounded like a long-distance comedy team during the
conference call.
COACH K: "The best thing that I've taken from
coach Knight ... I'm divulging a secret here ... for
each one of his captains — I was a captain of his
(Army) team in '69 — he gives us a personally autographed book on cerebral, uh ..."
BOBBY: "Reversal."
COACH K: "Reversal. I almost forgot that, coach.
Thanks. It's been like the Bible for me. I haven't
shared it even with my assistant coaches.
BOBBY: "You can't until Naval Intelligence
gives clearance for it to be released."
COACH K: "And I feel bad that they got that out
of me and I better not say anything more about it."
And about those famed wind currents in the Metrodome
BOBBY: "I think our most important person is the
guy who comes in and tests the wind before
(Cont'd on page 9)

Game on ice

Premiere

University Square

6
CO/Lir".
0.11

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Ttmee photo

Laker infielder Matt Dennis races into third base ahead of the
throw in the first inning of Wednesday's 7-3 loss to Reidland.

Coach K, Bobby share windy stories Laker opener spoiled
after Hounds'big first

Extra Pounds
Got You Down?
Call us and set up an
appointment with "our
fitness professionals.

tract at Villanova, had a career record of 357-241 in
19 years at the university.
Villanova lost to Virginia 83-80 in the first round
of the National Invitation Tournament this year,
dropping to 14-15, Massimino's fourth losing season
in 19 years.
Massimino will be stepping into a program dogged
by problems in recent years. The 1991-92 UNLV
team was banned from TV and post-season play as a
final resolution of a 14-year battle between Tarkanian and the NCAA.
And the school faces some 40 NCAA infractions
that will be addressed when a federal lawsuit
between the state and the NCAA is resolved. That
lawsuit is aimed at testing the constitutionality of the
state's new due process law.
UNLV has scrambled to find a replacement for
Tarkanian, who announced last June he would resign
after a final season coaching the Runnin' Rebels, following the publication of photos showing former
Rebel basketball players in a hot tub with convicted
sports fixer Richard Perry.
But Massimino is also known as a coach who
recruits top student athletes, and whose players graduate on time. UNLV administrators have long
chafed over Tarkanian's recruiting of inner-city players and the low graduation rates.

TORONTO (AP) — The darkest
day in the NHL could turn into its
longest year.
That's the prospect facing the
league in the wake of Wednesday's
players strike that threatened not
only the Stanley Cup playoffs, but
the beginning of next season as
well.
"We were told to prepare
ourselves for a long strike," Montreal's Kirk Muller said, "and the
guys are preparing themselves."
It became painfully evident that
the NHL might be in for a long
summer following pessimistic
remarks by president John Ziegler
on Wednesday night.
Following up Wednesday's
strike announcement by the players
and four hours of fruitless talks, a
somber Ziegler said the sides, "are
getting close to an impasse. I hope
we can avoid it, but we're very
close."
Asked to describe an "impasse." Ziegler said:

"Basically, when there's nothing
more to talk about ... and that's
it."
However, Ziegler did keep the
lines of communication open by
scheduling a meeting today with
Bob Goodenow, executive director
of the NHL Players Association.
Ziegler described the meeting as
"exploratory.
"If we can find a reason to get
the sides back together again, we
will," Ziegler said. "I'll be available all day to talk."
Jegler's "impasResponding to Z.
se" remark, Goodenow said:
"There's no question we're far
apart, but I wouldn't call it an
impasse."
Ziegler is scheduled to report to
the Board of Governors at a meeting in New York on Sunday.
Wednesday's walkout, the first
league-wide strike in the 75-year
history of the NHL, came after the
players resoundingly rejected the
owners' last offer for a new collec-
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tive bargaining agreement.
At a news conference crowded
with players and reporters, Goodenow revealed that the vote had
been an overwhelming 560-4.
"The results prove the players'
disatisfaction with the owners'
final offer," Goodenow said. "A
vote to reject was a vote to strike
by 3 p.m. April 1, 1992."
The walkout, which immediately
wiped out three games and
threatened dozens more, was aimed
squarely at the owners' wallets.
They make the biggest chunk of
their income from the playoffs; the
players, with average salaries of
about $375,000, get virtually
nothing.
Major league baseball and the
NFL have had player strikes, but
never before has a walkout come
so close to the time when a pro
sport was about to decide its
champion.
"I think what's probably got a
lot of people surprised; how can

these athletes who played for
championships go out at this point
and time of the season, heading
into playoffs?" said Wayne Gretzky, the league's all-time scoring
leader and hockey's best-known
player. "The vote was pretty
unanimous."
Gretzky, whose Los Angeles
Kings had clinched a playoff berth,
said he expected the strike to last
either "two or three days or we're
going to go until November or
December."
The strike not only managed to
cancel three games on Wednesday
night, but cast a pall over the NHL
at a time when the league was preparing for the most glamorous part
of the season.
There are 27 regular-season
games left before the scheduled
start of the Stanley Cup playoffs on
Wednesday.

Professional Real Estate

fr Uaeltli•
Where the pnce and service
makes the pill easier to swallow"

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
733-4175
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O'Neal's NBA decision due tomorrow

Act ions& React ions

BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) — tioned, said a joint announcement spring semester break.
"They informed me that they
Louisiana State's Shaquille O'Neal, issued Wednesday by LSU and
Antonio.
San
in
officials
make a decision within a
would
base
of
one
a two-time All-America and
helped
they
said
officials
Army
time," Brown said.
week's
the nation's most dominating colnews
the
publicize
and
arrange
A few weeks ago, Brown said he
lege players AS both A sophomore
scheduled for the Fort advised
and junior, will disclose Friday conference,
O'Neal to turn pro because
the of
whether he will play next season in Sam Houston Youth Center, at
what
Brown perceived as the
request of O'Neal's family.
the NBA.
undue physical pounding O'Neal
has received from opposing teams.
LSU coach Dale Brown said he
A news conference will be held
Brown said he remained
However,
at 1 p.m. CST Friday at Fort Sam met Sunday with O'Neal and his neutral during Sunday's meeting.
Houston, the U.S. Army base in family in San Antonio, where the
"I gave them a list of pluses for
Texas where O'Neal's father is sta- 7-foot-1 center is spending his

CMS CHEERLEADERS

staying in school and pluses for
leaving," Brown said. "I told them
whatever their decision is, I'd back
them 100 percent. I wasn't going to
say 'Stay.' I wasn't going to say
'Go.' And I won't second-guess
their decision."
Also chosen 1990-91 college
player of the year, O'Neal averaged
24.1 points, 14 rebounds and 5.2
blocked shots as a junior last season. He celebrated his 20th birthday on March 6.

d with Ryan's pitching despite loss
Rijo impresseRyan,
younger
tuning up to pitch the TexEven though Nolan Ryan didn't
have his best stuff, Cincinnati's
Jose Rijo was impressed.

Calloway County Middle School eighth grade cheerleaders receiving
awards were: (front row, from left) Courtney Lyons, Captain Award;
Michelle Doron, Most improved; Hilary Lyons, Spirit Award. (Back)
Kill Carson, Co-Captain Award, UCA Ail-Star selection; Nikki Dick,
Coaches Award; Chanda Dawson, Academic Award; Kyll• Johnson,
Most Outstanding Cheerleader and Mandy Griffin, Spirit Award.

receivCalloway County Middle School seventh grade cheerleaders
(front row, from
ing awards at the March 2 Basketball Banquet were:
Award; Amy
left) Tiffany Davis, Spirit Award; Nikki McMillen, Spirit
Award
Academic
Paschall,
Cassis
(Back)
Award.
Boggess, Captain
Elizabeth
and Coaches Award; Brooke Darnell, Most improved;
Blackford, Spirit Award; Beth Carraway, Most Outstanding Cheerleader and Co-Captain Award.

BOWLING
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

76
73
73
64
55
53

Fulled TIM
14ards Welting
Public Ice
St Laces K ol C
Bank ol Murray
Papa John's

-Jteassic,

DILLER OR DOLLAR

Team Game (Scratch) Harris Welding, 553
ivam Game (Handicap)" Papa John's, 631
Team Series (Scratch). Harris Welding, 1543
Team Series (Handicap): Papa John's, 1786
Individual Game (Scratch) Jean Phillips. 200
Individual Game (Handicap) Jean Bland, 244
Individual Series (Scratch) Jean Phillips. 638
Individual Series (Handicap) Jean Philips, 638

as Rangers' season opener next
week, was hit hard in Wednesday's
8-1 loss to Cincinnati.

St. Louis spark plug
Cards'Torre expecting big
things from Ray Lankford
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Ray Lankford is about to start his second full
season, and St. Louis manager Joe
Torre already is comparing him to
Lou Brock and Bobby Bonds.
"He can be in that class," Torre
said. "I can't find anybody else to
put out there who can do what he
does."
Lankford finished third in the
NL Rookie of the Year balloting
last season. Torre says Lankford
eventually will make a bigger mark
in the majors than the winner, Jeff
Bagwell of Houston, or the runnerup, Orlando Merced of Pittsburgh.
"It feels good that he looks at
me as that type of player, but I just
do the best I can," Lankford said.
"What that is, I don't know. I'm
still trying to figure it out."
Lankford, 24, showed a blend of
speed and power in a productive
but erratic rookie season. He led
the majors with 15 triples and also
had nine home runs, 23 doubles, 44
stolen bases and 69 RBIs. He even
hit .333 with runners on base and
two out, and he hit for the cycle in
September.
But he struck out 114 times and

"He made me feel bad today,Rijo said after pitching five
innings. "You see him throwing

SCOREBOARD

"See me for all your fanuly insurance needs
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance companies
Homo Office: Bloomington, Illinois

hit only .251 overall as he shuttled
Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.
between the third, sixth and leadoff
slots. He drew only 41 walks and
had a mediocre .301 on-base
percentage.
Lankford promises things will
4"
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get better this year. He's had a nice
11
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15 407
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spring; of his first 11 hits, seven
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8
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667
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17
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Montreal
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three triples and three home runs.
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what
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one spot in the lineup. If I'm lead18
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EXHIBITION BASEBALL
Now rpm-squad games count in standings oes do
ing off, I want to stay there, learn
not
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that role, and go from there."
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"He's going to go up there one- NAPA*,
14 14
500
San France= 4. Cievaind 3
New York
and-a-half times more than the BoelOn
500
13 13
Seattle 5, Chicago Cubs 1
481
13 14
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lower part of the lineup, so he has Camila
462
12 14
California 3, San Diego 1
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444
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Boston 7, Detroit 6
Chicago
"I
said.
Baylor
hits,"
some
get
to
want him to be selective and
aggressive at the same time, not
swinging at pitches over his head
or in the dirt so we can get some
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
walks out of it."
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Jane Rogers Insurance

March WINE
SALE Continues
2 More Weeks

Stith, Cavs hold...
(Cont'd from page 8)
10.3 seconds left, but Stith
clinched the victory by making two
more free throws with 9.5 seconds
to go
Ellis scored 20 points for Notre
Dame, which entered the NIT with
a 14-14 record. Daimon Sweet, the
team's second-leading scorer with
a 17.1 average, was held to six

points, tying his season low.
"Someone said we were underachievers, and I would disagree with
that by 5,000 percent," first-year
Irish coach John MacLeod said.
"Back in December, when we were
1-5, some people said we'd get
only eight or nine wins. We had a
heck of a year."
Stith, who averaged 24.6 points

in five NIT games, was held scoreless in the second half until he hit a
short jumper to put Virginia ahead
64-61 with 1:28 left in regulation.
Following a timeout, Notre
Dame came down court and Bennett tied the game with his
3-pointer.
Virginia had a final chance to
win in regulation, but Stith missed

TEN HIGH

175 L
99
VERY OW BARTON
860

Coach K,Bobby...
(Con!'d from page 8)
the game, to see how the air is circulating and at what temperature
and so forth and so on. At high
temperature, the ball becomes a
liule harder, at lower temperature,
it won't rebound as far. The wind
currents affect the shooting. At one
basket, you've got to aim a little
toward the right; at the other
basket, you've got to aim a little to
the left. So of all the important
intangibles, I would label wind current as number one."
COACH K: "I'm glad Coach
Knight mentioned that thing about
the wind currents. I hadn't thought
about that. You pick up something

that hard. I'm 19 years
than him and he's throwing harder
than me. It's tough to believe it."

all the time at these press running the system. How you use
those talents, that determines how
conferences."
"Your system takes on the char- you look. I think Indiana and us are
acteristics of the players who are different in a lot of ways."
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To Better Treat You...

Charles D. Tucker, M.D.

BART1ES & JAYMES RIUNITE WINES
WINE COOLERS

announces the relocation and expansion of his
office for the practice of

General Surgery, Vascular Surgery
and Gastrointestinal Disorders

MURRAY

III SURGERY
11 1 CENTER
.

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU APRIL 91H

Medical Arts Building
9th Street Entrance
3rd Floor
Suite 382 West Wing

Paducah's Most Interesting Store

it Party Mart

Call For Appointment
753-8724 or Toll-free 1-800-962-2441

Hannon Plaza 509 Lone Onk Rd. Hwy 45 Paducah 442-0011
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East Lets the Cat Out of the Bag

Mon. April 6 thru Thur. April 9
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Nintendo":Machines
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FREE POPCORN
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shown. It is a dreadful double under
the circumstances - dreadful because East has no good reason to
Dr. Robert Allyn Scat,president of
think he can beat the contract on the Ramapo College of New Jersey, will
basis of the bidding he has heard.
be the keynote speaker at the WennMoreover, the double is bad be'U's'Iinng the Curriculum Conferion
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ern Reserve University, Purdue University, University of South Carolina,
Western Michigan University, Northern Kentucky University and Lamar

Subscribe today!

Benton & Paducah * *

Kelley-Wiggins Benton *** Fleming -

University.
"The conference organizers believe

that we have planned a quality program that will draw attendees not only
from the region but from across the
nation," Ms. Wall said. "So that
Murray State faculty and staff can
benefit from the conference, the registration fee has been waived for
than."
A founding member of the Advisory Board of New Jersey Center for
International Business Education and
Research at Rutgers University, Scott
directs the America Forum for Global
Education and chairs the American
Council on Education Commission on
International Education.
He serves as leader of the committee on international programs of the
American Association of State Colleges and University(AASCU)and is
frequently a speaker at AASCU conferences in internationalizing the
campus and curriculum. Scott is also a
consulting editor for "Change Magazine" and the "Journal of Higher
Education."
Interested persons may obtain registration material on the conference
by contacting Celia Wall, Center for
International Programs, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky.,42071,telephone (502) 762-4152.

Horoscopes

Benton &

FR1D.A1'. APRIL 3, 1992
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth,call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will hill you 95cents
a minute.)
lend a hand with tasks that would be
boring if done alone.
VIRGO'fAug. 23-Sept. 22): Although sour morning is likely to he
uneventful. the tempo will pick up
after lunch. Use discretion when
handling sensitive personnel problems. A great time to reach out to
•
those you admire.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): The
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obtaining more data.Confiding in an
associate who has your interests at
heart strengthens your resolve.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Partnerships can pay handsome dividends. especially during late spring
and early summer. Show more, initiative and you will reap a wonderful
reward! Even those who have always
encouraged your efforts will be surprised by all you accomplish between
now and November. Christmas will
find you basking in new prestige and
wealth. Wait until early in 1993 to
make up your mind about romance.
Your personal life is entering a period
of great change.
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are celebrating not one but Two Brand New Galleries in our Paducah and Benton Locations. In Paducah ws have a New Broyhill
Showcase Gallery® and In Benton we have a New Lane Action® and LA-Z-Boy® Motion Gallery with
Super introductory Pricing in BOTH GREAT LOCATIONS,
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STOREWIDE SAVINGS AT BOTH LOCATIONS 14

SPECIAL FACTORY INCENTIVES
Listed Are But A Few Of The Savings You Will Find!

•Retail 31015

SALE $599.
Matchin• Loveseat Available

Dining Table & 6 Chairs
•Retail $1099
SALE

699.

Lane Action® Recliner
*Retail $299.
SALE

La-Z-Boy® Recliner

*Retail $399.
SALE $188.

188

Bedroom

Occasional Tables
Square, Hexagon, or Cocktail

Sleeper Sofa
Twin, FuN or Queen

Swivel Rockers

Dresser Mirror, Chest &
Headboard "Retail $1099

*Retail $179.

*Retails to $899.

*Retail $299.

SALE 699
Swival Rockers

SALE 99
Wing Chairs

Many Fabrics & Colors

Many Fabrics & Colors
'Retail $499.

'Retail

$499

SALE $249.

I

SALE $279.

SALE 499
Lane Reclining
Sectional
Retail $1999
SALE $1299.

book "Yesterda).Toda). and Foreser
(To order a re...4d and updated copy orleane MUM.1 he - 'long
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By Best®
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.148.

Broyhill
Inclining Sofa & Love Seat

-

Traditional Sofa

•Retail $2799.95
SALE

$1799.
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Scott to be keynote speaker
at Internationalizing the
Curriculum Conference

Monday - Saturday 9:00A.M. - 5:00 P.M.; Friday tI18.00 P.M.
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Featuring the Lakes Famous
• Seafood Buffet • Prime Rib • Steaks • Chicken
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Hwy. 82/641 • Exit 40 1-24
388-7722
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
Painting presentation

Ensemble concert set
The Murray State University
Percussion Ensemble under the
direction of Dr. Tom Vanarsdel
will present its spring concert at 8
p.m. Friday, April 3 in the Annex
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center.
This semester's performance will
feature music representing many
different cultures from around the
world including Brazil, Africa,
Latin America and the United
States, as well as various musical
styles such as 20th century, avant
garde, samba, salsa, rock, rags and
high life.
The compositions to be performed include "First Construction
(In Metal)" by John Cage, "Braziran Scenes No. 3" by Nev

Artist Barbara Thelin Preston (left) is pictured with Betty Lowry and
Libby Hart of the Wrather Museum Founders Group, as the artist
donates one of her oil paintings to the museum Tuesday. The watercolor and oil exhibit,"An Odyssey in Watercolor and Oil," will be open
to the public until April 30th. More than 250 students from area
schools have already visited the exhibit.
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PRESENTED BY BUS/NESS COMMITTEE FOR INS ARTS

WKMS fund-raiser underway
WKMS-FM, the National Public
Radio affiliate which broadcasts
from Murray State University at
91.3 FM, is asking listeners who
haven't already pledged to phone
in pledges until 850 pledges are
made.
WKMS conducts two "fundraisers" each year, one in the fall
and another in the spring. Almost
50 percent of the goal has already
been pledged through an early
mailing. In Paducah and Murray,
volunteers calling friends who have
pledged before have also made a
significant impact on early
pledging.
A Paducah long distance company is providing a toll-free line,
1-800-599-4737, that listeners may
use from anywhere in Kentucky.
Listeners elsewhere can call
502-762-4737 long distance.
Like other public radio stations
across America, WKMS is supported by contributions from individual listening "friends," and from
business "underwriters." The donations of friends make up almost 15
percent of the station's annual
budget, while underwriters provide
another 13 percent. Murray State
provided 46 percent of the funds

071

needed in 1991-92. These funds

then enable WKMS to qualify for a
grant from the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting which fills out
the remaining budgetary needs.
To enable WKMS to broadcast
award-winning NPR shows such as
"Morning Edition" and "All Things
Considered," in addition to premier
NPR music programs, WKMS is
scheduled to pay the following
amounts in 1992-93: $20,000 for
NPR dues; $54,000 for NPR news
programs and an additional
$11,000 for performance programs.
In addition to NPR music programs, WKMS produces local programs of classical, jazz (including
big band, blues and worldbeat music), folk, bluegrass, alternative and
other music forms. WKMS news
produces regional feature stories
and local commentaries, in addition
to regional headline updates from
the Associated Press.
WKMS has been the public
broadcasting voice of the four rivers region for 22 years and broadcasts with 100,000 watts of power
from a transmitter located in the
Land Between the Lakes. More
information on the station is available by calling 502-762-4359.

April 2
Concert — MSU Brass
Choir, free, 8 p.m., Annex Recital Hall.
April 2-4
Play — "One Flew Over the
'Cuckoo's Nest," admission, 8
p.m., Robert E. Johnson Theatre, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
April 3
Concert — MSU Percussion
Ensemble, free, 8 p.m., Annex
Recital Hall.
April 6
Meeting — Camera Club, 7
p.m., Calloway County Public
Library.
April 7
Literary reading — Ann
Patchett, 7 p.m., MSU Eagle
Gallery.
April 11
Concert — "Cannina Burana," MSU Choirs, Percussion
Ensemble and Dance Ensemble,
$5 adults, $3 students, 8 p.m.,
Lovett Auditorium.
through April
Exhibition — Barbara Preston's "An Odyssey in Watercolor and Oil," free, 10 a.m. to
4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday,
Wrather West Kentucky
Museum.

DI

A

Rosauro, "Bonham," by Christopher Rouse (conducted by senior
percussion student Joe Plucknett),
"Underdog Rag" by Emil Richards,
"Pasika of Rwanda" by the ensemble,"Symphony for Percussion" by
Jose Serebrier, "Ron Con Con" by
Baeza and "Ponte Duro" by Johnny
Pacheco.
Jean Elvin, Melvin Rojas, Tiffany Cooper, Amanda Chandler,
Kimberly Robinson and Patricia
Ravelo, members of the MSU
Dance Company, will join the
ensemble for the final two pieces
which are based on the Salsa styles
of Central American and the Caribbean region.
Admission is free and everyone
is invited.
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UNDERCOUNTER DISHWASHER

Selection of works
by MSU painting
students on display
A selection of works by 17 intermediate and advanced painting students at Murray State University
will be on exhibit at the upper level
of the MSU Eagle Gallery April
1-12. A wide range of imagery and
mediums are represented.
Artists exhibiting are Judith
Bailey, Carolyn Daniels, Laura
Donaldson, Edie Eberhardt,
Michael Gillies, Toni Gullion,
Steve Hatton, Jo Ann Jones, Debra
Kaiser, Linda Little, Mike McCoy,
Mary Patterson, Teresa Perry,
Doug Philpot, Besty Porter, Sandra
Robbins and Tim Scarbrough.
The Eagle Gallery is located on
the fourth floor of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center at the corner of
Olive and 15th Street on the campus of Murray State University.
Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to p.m.
Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to
4 p.m., Saturday and 1 p.m. to 4
p.m. Sunday.

Model
#DB-200P

Powerful 2-level Wash
.4 Cycles - from Heavy Soil to Rinse & Dry
•Energy-saving Air Dry Option
•Fully-extendable, Easy to Load Racks

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
FREE DELIVERY!
753-1713
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I have been using the Ledger & Times for
my primary means ofadvertising locally for
the past 30 years. I feel that seeing ads in
print is one of the best selling tools for our
used cars because we list them. It is also a
good tool for one of our new car sales ads.
The staffat the Ledger & Times always do
their best to be sure we are satisfied with our
ad before printing. They are very creative in
helping us design our ads. I have never been
dissatisfied with a Ledger & Times ad.
We at Purdom Motors appreciate the
friendly professional service that we receive
from the Ledger & Times and look forward to
the future with the same relationship.

List
Peppers Discount

28,485'
Wells Purdom Jr.
President

Let Fran or one of our other
Advertising Representatives
help you advertise your business.

Call
/
Frnn Fnith

'32,340'
3,85500

7534916

Milierray Ledger & Times

1,500m

Rebate

'26 9850°
6 UNITS IN STOCK - LIMITED SUPPLY
"Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company."

Aar PEPPERS

CHEVROLET

600 Tyson Ave. • Hwy. 79S • Paris, TN lacismotile
642-3900 • 1-800-325-322.9

MM.

logel Mumbo Jumbo All

prices plus Linn mkt and Itoence

I
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Classified

DEADLINES

•
g

TO PLACE AN AD CALI.

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
3 p.m.
Tuesday
Edition
Thursday
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
ANNOUNCE MEN IS
Legal Notice
010
Notice
020
Personals
025
Card of Thanks
030
In Memory
040
Lost & Found
050
EMPIA/1 NIF \ I
Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

060
090
100
110..

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
190
Livestock & Supplies
370..
Poultry & Supplies
390..
Produce
400..
..Feed & Seed
550 ..

130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
200
210
220
260
138(

Itt 11
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
T.V. & Radio
ic SuP lies
im

410
540
560
570
240

Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

753-1916

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error. The
Murray Ledger &Times will be responsible fur only one incorrect insertion. Any error
should be repotted immediately so corrections can be made.

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. S a.m.-3 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
REAL

(Effective Jan 2 1991)

Display Ads

SER%'ICES

EsTA.riv.

Days
280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 46.00 60.00

5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00

2

8.00 16.00 24.00 32.00 40.00 48.00 66.00 64.00 72.01 60.00

3

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00 70.00 60.00 60.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00 45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 136.00 166.00

3

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00 90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 1112.00 1110.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25e par word $5.00 minimum let day.
54 par word per day kw each additional consecutive day.
$1.75 tetra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide))
$2.00 mitre for Mind be. ads.
Ott

060
030

020
UPI
Nodes

UPI
Notice

Hodes

Calloway County Fire Protection Dist 12
P.O. Bo: 142 New Concord Ky. 411074.
Election of Trustees May 2, 1292.
12 noon to I p.m.
at Fire Dist. It barn at New Concord Hy.
lloux truetees will be elected.
nowt Nominations are:
Calvin Branson*
Ed. Hendon
RL H.C. Be. 2136
P0. Bait 343
New Conowd, Ky. 42076
New Concord, Ky. 42076
Stewart Conover
Tom Watson
Rs 66 BOI 757
Rs *5 Be. 966
Murray, Ky 42071
Murray, Ky. 42071
Haruki Panther
Robert Hicks
RS t2 Be. 81
Its 08 Be. 563
Hazel. Ky. 42049
Murray, Ky 42071

In Memory of
Virginia E. Hale
On April 2, 1991 we
lost our mother, our
bestfriend. Always in
our hearts and on our
minds.
• ••
There are three
words that sweetly
blend,
And on the heart
are graven.
A precious, soothing balm they lend,
They're Mother',
'Home', and 'Heaven'.

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 753-2255
A WONDERFUL Family
Experience Scandinavian,
European. South Amnencan. Japanese High School
Exchange Students arriving in August Become a
host family, American Intercultural Student Exchange
Cat 1 -800-SIBLING

Sadly missed by
your children
020
Notice

At Forty

CAROLYN'S
CORNER
Is Going
Out-Of-Business

NURSING HOME

INSURANCE
A vallable Tlini Age M.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guidelines for confmement,
Nursing .Home Insurance is morelerriportent
than ever For free vita-

Dont Ms Out
On The Banpine
Save From

40 to 60°/0

Thefamily of Allen
Bury wishes to express our deepest appreciation to everyone
for the beautiful flowers, food, cards, visits
and every act of kindness shown us during
the loss of our loved
one.
Our deepest grati
tusk to the many doctors for their kind
words and all the
nurses at M.C.C.H.,
to the choir at Grace
Baptist Church for the
beautiful music, to
Blalock Coleman for
their kindness during
our tinr of need, pallbearers and to Rev.
Robert Johnson and
Rev. R.I. Burpot for
their consoling words.
Your thoughtfulness will always be
remembered.
May God bless all
of you.
Ms. Martha Bucy
Mark Allen Burg
Mrs. Kenneth
(Melissa) Green
and Grandchildren

He's still farming
heavy.
Happy Birthday

Johnny
MAKE your appointment to
host a home presentation
party and receive a $25 gift
certificate Enger Custom
Carpets
Design
502-753-7614

Storevvide
Githvare
CoNectible Doss
Furniture
SA( Rowers
and Lots More
Corny of 12tS I Ohs
7%9234

171111.1011

call:
Jerry McConnell

Insurance
753-4199

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Doors open a 600)

Want to Lease
Dark Fired
Tobacco Base.
753-7455 $ aa.-S pa.
4924159 saw 531p.a.
PSYCHIC Festival Paducah. KY Saturday, April 4,
10am-.8prn Sunday, April
5, 10am-6pm. Executive
Inn, One Executive Blvd
Readings, booths, e s p
testing, kirlian photography, psychic demonstrations Free lectures every
15 minutes with paid admission of $5

Knights of Columbus Hall

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Rood.
south to Se Hite Road, right on Se Hobs Rood
t.t I. PH()Cf'
153 1.1,1c,b PO h

)

nide
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RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

BURIAL INSURANCE
*

AVAILABLE THHU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations

If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
MALE
age 40 - $9.45
age 50 - 12.37
age 60 - 17.69
age 70 - 28.93
age 80. 52.73

11211ALZ
age 40 - $8.13
age 50 - 9.85
age 80 - 13.57
age 70 - 22.13
age 80 - 42.49

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
7511-4199
Hopkiusvila Federal Bay. Bldg.
7th at MAW Murray. ET
•"Our 29th year tat service"

WANTED
TO BOY
Dark Fire Cured,
Dark Air Cured
or Burley
Tobacco Base.

Call
492-81166
TOBACCO for lease Dark
Fired, 597 acres Dark Air
Cured, 17 we Minimum
$100 per 10 Must pay no
later than April 15
753-8848 before 8pm

1.0ST
Large
Black
Cat

WANT to buy or lease fire
cured or as cured tobacco
base 435-4374
THE bid for mowing I care
of Friendship Cementary
will be let on Sat. April What
1:00pin Cal 753-5860 for
more information.
AURORA Pizza Magic.
Open all year at 51x11.
Closed Mon and Tues
1 1 9 ,
4 7 4 1800-649-3W.

We.short hair, 2 yrs old
Four istes paws, whits
vest whits fine on moue,
red color Answers w Mr
Ed tinsel, Me reels
Wide
Last ri
Sdlool arse
Pleats Phone
7111-1441 w 7114464
REWARD

, . IANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
freezers - washers - dryers
refrigerators
microwaves - dishwashers -ies Ili electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappen-Keivinstor-Emerson-Eksiva
*All Repairs Are duarenteed
753-5341

Help
Wanted

Card
ol Thanks

or 753-1270

Steele•Allbritten, Iasi

10"

1

TRANSPORTATION
470
480
485
490
495
500 •
510
520

40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ada Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
61.75 psi column inch cabs far Tuesday.
8"
8"
7"
6"
5"
4"
3"
2"
1"

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

NOP
Wanted

$23,700 per year plus ben- INEXPERIENCED Drivers MUNSON Transportation. RADIOLOGY DIRECTOR POSTAL JOBS Murray
efits Postal carriers, sor- Wanted-Investing in your Inc Wanted. Professional, A growing Radiology De- area. $23,700 per year,
ters. clerks For an applica- future is an investment in experienced OTR drivers. partment at Parkway Reg- plus benefits. Postal cartion and exam information, North American's Future. Offered; dignity and re- ional Hospital in Fulton, Ky. riers, sorters, clerks. For
call 1-219-736-9807. ext. That's why when you join spect. Other benefits: Com- has an immediate opening application and exam inforcall
P3403, 8am-8pm, 7 days. North American as a driVer, fortable earning potential, for a Director of Radiology. mation,
equipment/easy Excellent working condi- 1-219-736-9807, ext.
excellent
innovaan
joining
ate
you
needed
BE on TV. Many
to drive, secure company/ tions and benefits. Send P-3482. 8am-8pm, 7 days.
for commercials Now hir- tive company that believes
great customer base, resume to: Administrator, PROGRESSIVE company
your
future
in
in
investing
ing all ages. For casting
call through ongoing training friendly people, safety first Parkway Regional Hospi- with terminals in Detroit.
information,
for experi- tal, 2030 Holiday Lane, Ful- Laredo, Nashville, Mem615-779-7111, ext T-535 and new technologies. Our pay and bonus
training program consists ence. If you are looking for ton, KY 42041. EOE, WF. phis, El Paso, Chicago and
of 3 weeks of classroom a stable environment
Indianapolis needs drivers
and vehicular instruction. where you can enjoy the RN or LPN part-time for to operate late model tracYou will be trained using independence of driving, physician office. Send re- tors for automotive height/
the latest technology in the the comfort of one to one sume to P.O. Box 462, general commodities in
industry. Over 50 hours be- management and appreci- Murray, KY 42071.
good lanes that will get you
hind the wheel training at ation for your talent, then
home. We offer excellent
Financial products and
our own safe track, truck come to Munson. Proud, SOLO OTR Drivers. Earn starting pay, full benefits,
services. Metropolitan
simulator training, satellite progressive and particular. over $30,000 a year at good miles and assigned
Life, one of the largest
dispatch training. CDL If you qualify, call today, Celebrity Freight Systems dispatchers. Cal in your
financial institutions,
training. If you are at least 1-800-423-7629.
seeks aggressive perin Paducah, KY. We offer: application today and be on
21 years of age, can pass 13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- up to .23 to start, empty/ the road by Thursday. Ceson to fill position in
Trucking
D.O.T. qualifications and a INGS. NEED a job? A same as loaded, actual dis- ladon
local area. Salary up to
substance abuse test we GED? Hope for the future? patched miles, fuel bonus, 1-800-729-9770.
$40.000+. Excellent
fringe benefits to inare prepared to offer one of You may qualify if: You do life/health pkg., rider prog- RADIOLOGIC TECHNOretirement,
clude:
the best compensation and not have your GED or high ram, assigned truck, x drop LOGIST. RI(R)sought for
medical/dental for enbenefits packages in the school diploma; 'You are and hook pay, layover pay, expanded Radiology detire family, 401K and
industry. Mileage Pay start- between the ages of 16 & paid vacation and more. partment. Ultrasound and
disability plan, 3-year
ing at 20 cents per mile, 21. We are an E.O.E. This We require: 2 years OTR CT radiography experience
training program. Coladditional 2 cents per mile project is funded by the experience, 25 years of desired. Full-time position.
lege degree preferred.
mpg bonus, maim medical, Western Kentucky Private age,clean MVR,DOT qual- Day shift. Competitive salNo sales background
dental, vision benefits for Industry Council- J.T.P.A. ified. Husband/wife teams ary and benefits. Send reResume
necessary
you and your family, paid Call J.T P.A. Out Of School welcome. Call recruiting at sume to: Administrator,
please to Metropolitan
vacation, retirement and 7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 , 1-800-925-5133, local Parkway Regional HospiLife Insurance Com401K plans, driver get- 8a m.-11:30a.m
502-443-0105.
tal, 2000 Holiday Lane, Fulpany, P.O Box 7039,
home policy, career opporton, KY 42041.
wife
and
42002.
Paducah, KY
tunity, husband
EOE
teams encouraged to
apply. If you are ready to
CAREER opportunity in invest in your future, we are
Sales Must be neat committed to invest in your
dresser and have depend- future, we are committed to
able late model transporta- investing in you by providtion. Successful candidate ing you the training and
can expect to earn opportunity to be success$30.000+ first year. Cal ful in the trucking industry.
Hwy. 121,
753-2654 to set up appoint- We have terminal locations
in the following areas: Harment for interview
753-9925
risburg PA, Youngstown
COVENANT Transport. OH, Knoxville TN, Fort
Hinng tractor trailer drivers Wayne IN, St Louis MO,
New equipment coming in 1 Dallas TX, Aurora IL. For
yew. OTR teams 27-31 more information, call
Weekly Maintenance
cents, incentive, benefits, 1-800-759-6980, ask for
Service
cents,
19-22
single
Decks
23,
age
operator *194. Equal OpSupplies
pay. portunity Employer WF/H/
east coast
Patios
1-800-441-4394.
V.
DRIVERS, over the road, LOOKING for experienced
John
van/flat, 35 states. 1 year lady for alterations for local
experience verifiable. Start clothing store. Send replies
(502) 382-2733 (502) 489-2156
24-28 cents/mile with 3 to P.O. Box 1040-H, Muryears. Benefits. Call ray, KY 42071
1-800-444-6648.

EXECUTIVE
SALES
POSITION

Reopening for the
Season April 2

S

LS
S POO
Stella

Above And In Ground

Smith

DRIVERS-Professional,
Join DSI immediately. Get
home every 10-14 days
Guaranteed! Earn up to 31
cents/mile. Excellent benefits; weekly settlements,
health, dental, life insurance: 401K plan. 1+ years
experience, safe driving
skills and good work reCall today!
cord
1-800-826-7136 or
1-800-451-9293.

YARD
SALE
SEASON

DRIVERS take charge of
your career and your life
Drive for J B Hunt and eam
top pay and benefits. We
pay for your OTR experience up to $ 28 per mile.
1-800-2JB-HUNT, EOE/
Subject to drug screen.
MAINTENANCE. Seeking
experienced maintenance
person to set up trouble
shoot and re-work automated equipment. Second
shift position, requiring
knowledge of electro/
mechanical systems.
PLC's, PM and schematics
Send resume or apply in
person to Plumley Companies, Attn Tommy Valentine, P0 Box 758, Paris.
TN 38242 EOE,

Paul Smith

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
'7.50
12.50
'15.00

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must be paid in advance

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:

MEDICAL Records Director Accredited record technician needed for Director
of Medical Records Weekdays, full-time. benefits
Send resume to Debbie
Armbruster, Parkway Regional Hospital, 2000 Holiday Lane, Fulton, KY
42041 EOE, INF

Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
ay 3 p.m.
Tuesdcl
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
the

I olltinit (kb lit lp
nreded.
On iii'.
I 'Hid%brim
\LIM St.Nitirr.i
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CLASSIFIEDS
Help
Wanted

Business
Opportunhy

OTR Experienced Drivers
Attend Hornady's Drivers
Seminar, April 3 and 4,
Signature len, Exit 128 and
1-65, N Louisville Get
home often, make more
money Assigned and conventional fright liners, excellent benefits For more
information, call ElizabethTerminal,
town
1-800-648-9664

COUNTRY Store for sale
with 5 acres of land,'A mile
from lake, near 3 resorts
436-2722

PARK RANGERS, Game
Warden, Security, Maintenance, etc No exp. necessary For information, call
219-769-6649, ext 7159,
Bam - 8pm, 7 days

•

ay
ar,
at-or

aII
xt
ys

INVESTORS WANTED for
expanding publishing company, 25K minimum Serious inquiries only Call
759-1598
LOG Rome Dealership,
Top Log Home AAanufactuerer, seeks Dealer Protected territory, high earning potential, fun training
and leads provided Need
not interfere with present
employment Models starl$9590
at
ing
1 -800-264-LOGS (5647)
Brentwood Log Homes,
427 River Rock Blvd., Murfreesboro, TN 37129

PLANT Engineer. Seeking
3-5 year experienced plant
engineer. Responsibilities
include equipment upgrades and installations
140
maintenance staff, and
Wan(
plant operations in a rapidly
To Buy
growing automation effort
Must have BSME or BSEE ANTIQUES by the piece or
with computer and PLC collections Call 753-9433
knowledge. Send resume after 5pm
in confidence to Plumley
Companies, Attn. Wade CASH for mobile home
Rhodes, P O. Box 758, tires $7-$12 each
Paris, TN 38242 EOE, 527-2932
M/F
TOP dollar for Junk cars and
trucks 759-4836 or
WENDY'S e now accept- 436-5322
ing applications for all positions, day & night shift. USED and antique furniApply in person. 1111 ture, glass, tools, quilts.
Chestnut, Murray, Spears U Say-it vinegar
474-2262,
4/6/92-4/8/92, 2-4pm Ask Jars.
901-642-6290.
for Oscar.

iny

USED pallets, 40x48,
436-5430

090
Situation
Wanted

WANTED mature wooded
acreage, improved or unim- PROM or bridesmaid
nights
sit
AVAILABLE to
proved. Write: William dress, size 4. Jessica
with elderly. Call 753-4590 Purkes, Route 3 Box 299, McClintock designer
for more information Leave Taylorville, IL 62568, or Never worn, never altered
753-2907
message on answering phone 217-287-2171.
service
WANT to buy Civil War, REFRIGERATOR and
SECRETARY/ World War 1 & II, pictures, stove, 4 chairs and 3
Bookkeeper, general office guns, swords, documents, couches 753-7928 after
or CPA assistant. 20 years uniforms and equipment. 5pm
experience as secretary/ Call 753-3633, ask for
ANTIQUE railroad stove,
bookkeeper. Also, 5 years Larry.
$150. 36 gas range, $50.
income tax preparation.
Upon request can supply WELDER, torch, axles, and 436-5272.
excellent resume Call materials to build 20' dual SUNTAN Beds (Wolff).
759-1986, 10am-4pm only. axle wood hauling trailer
Sundash, Montego Bay,
Any or all parts needed
SCA. Commercial and
SEWING jobs wanted, in- 759-4850
home units. We buy, sell or
cluding formal wear.
trade. Also, we have all
753-1061
150
tanning supplies
Articles
WILL clean houses and of753-9274.
For Sale
fices Reasonable rates
pools on sale.
SWIMMING
753-8994
out brand new
fence, Cleaning
link
chain
SEARS
WILL dean offices, rates
1991 family size pools
204', (1) 3' gate, (2) 5'
reasonable 753-9782
19'x31' 0.0. 15'x24' swim
gates Asking $300
area includes sundeck,
328-8037
fence and filter Now only
$888 complete. Full financing and installation arranged. Call toll free,
1-800-724-4370

ind
ers
ac;ht/
in
you
lent
fits,

on
Ceng

40I for
deand
nce
ion
salretot,
eelFul-

11111111111W,
M DI

TANNING Beds; Wolff Systems New and used commercial, home units from
$1995. Leasing available to
qualified commercial buyers Immediate shipment
from Birmingham
1-800-223-6743.

JUST REDUCED 1114000! OWNER HAS
MOVED, ANXIOUS TO SELL
MAKE AN OFFER!!
Three (3) bedroom house, central gas heat,
central electric air, TVA insulation, aluminum
siding, recently remodeled, inc. new carpet,
vinyl, painting,fenced yard. Move in now. Call
Rebecca Dublin Landolt Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors at 753-1492 or 753-0425.

lanIUV21

al&

WOLFF Tanning Beds.
New commercial home units from $199 LampsLotions-Accessories
Monthly payments low as
$18. Call today, free new
color catalog. ETS WATTS,
1-800-228-6292.
YR 48' and 60" cut belt
drive Yazoo mowers and
YR 48" and 60" cut right
angle drive Yazoo mowers.
Phone 502-227-2760.

Loretta Jobs Realtors
303 N. 3211. St.
K,
16T2' 751 1492

•

NMI

C FARM MACHINERY

itiviL,-ii,rar

0
* THE MAYFIELD OPEN *
N SAT., APRIL 11, 1992
S
G
N
9:00 A.M. - RAIN OR SHINE

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS - PAAYFIELD, KY.

CONTINUING THE TRADMONII

WE WILL BE BACK AT THE FAIRGROUNDS
ON SATURDAY APRIL 11TH
FOR THE ANNUAL APRIL DAY OF AUCTION EXCITEMENT!!

CONSIGN TO THIS AUCTION NOM!
BRING YOUR EQUIPMENT TO THE FAIRGROUNDS ON
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY APRIL 9TH 810TH FOR CHECK IN.
***********
THE APRIL AUCT1011 HAS TREMENDOUS RESPONSE!!

DON'T MISS IT!!
***********

E
N
T
It

CONSIGN NOW!! - WE HAVE THE BUYERS!!
IF YOU STILL HAVEN'T FOUND
THE EQUIPMENT YOU NEED
THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY!!
MARK YOUR CALENDAR NOW!!

SATURDAY, APRIL 11, 1992
moo A.M. - HAIN OR SHINE
rj

Rb

JAMES R. CASH
THE AUCTIONEER • FANCY FARM, KY
PHONE !"02-623-84tiplii

PROTECT your privacy
Confidential Investigations
will electronically eliminate
illegal transmitters and/or
telephone taps within your
home or office using state
of the art equipment
753-2641
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

•

•

2BR Duplex, nice central
H/A, deck, appliances Coleman RE, 753-9898

yours, $300 down. Located
30 miles from Murray
615-232-8545 before 9am
or after 5pm

LIKE new, 2bdrm brick du
plex with garage, dishwasher, W/D hookup No
753-7688 or
pets
1981 RIVERVIEW, 14x70, 759-4703
3br, 17, bath, new carpet, NEW 2br duplex located on
gas stove, like new bath- Northwood Drive Call
room fixtures, good condi- 753-1266 between
tion $9800 Murray. KY B 00am-5 00pm ask for
502-435-4647
Paulette
1986 CHAMPION Doublewide, 28x44. in excellent
condition. Many extras included. $22,000 759-9442
or 753-6567
1987, 14x70, EXTRA nice,
2br, 2 bath, utility room,
built-in microwave, dishwasher, stereo, central
h/a, wood underpinning
and porch. 753-4459.

Homes
For Sale

9000 SO FT commercial
building with 4br brick
home, partial central H/A
or will rent commercial
•
building 437-4145

NEW 3br, 2 bath house in
Southwest Villa Subdivi
sion Big rooms 11 closets
lots of cabinets Call
753-3903 to see anytime

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8:00 a.m.
1111 Vine St.
Right Off 12th St.
Alot of clothes, all
sizes, all seasons.
Some furniture.

NEED EXTRA
CASH?
Run a yard
sale ad in the
classifieds.

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO

Call
753-1916
Yard Sale
Thur., Apr11 2
3:00-?
Fri, April 3
8:00-?
Hwy. 121 lust Won Altport Rd.
Antiques, irs, waterbed,
px:il tads with exessones,
old dishes, water slues, god
dubs, washer & dryer,
small mutely, everything
will be reduced &ler 12-00
on Friday

3BR, 1 bath newly decorated, brick homq in excellent neighborhood Nicely
shaded fenced -in backyard Carport w/storage
area Priced to sell! For
appointment, call
753-5904, leave message.
or 753-3895
PROPERTY fix sale in Col
dwater or Kirksey area NEW 5br, LR, 28, central
Small or large acreage h/a, carport, built in range,
microwave, disposal
489-2161 after 7pm
Adaptable to many family
RE/MAX Properties Ltd sizes, excellent location
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey, 753-5561
Bob Haley Bel Air Center
BARKLEY Lake home,
1- 502- 753 -SOLD,
very private 4 acres, 1400'
0
1-800-369-578
waterfront $175,000
SELL your real estate at 502-821-7911
auction with a local estab2
lished firm Wilson Realty, NEW 3br, LR, DR, baths,
micro302 S 121h, Murray KY. built-in range and
quality
h/a,
central
wave,
Dan
Phone 753-3263.
Miller Associate and Auc- oak cabinets, walk-in
closet, excellent location
tioneer, 435-4144.
753-5561

KOPPERUD REALTY of
fers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll tree
1 -800-251 -HOME E xt
711L

GREAT Location 3br, 2
bath, 2 car garage, fenced
yard Mid $70's Bob Perrin,
REJMAX, 753-SOLD
BUILDING Site '7i acre in
first offering ExcelNEW,
electric
city, underground
$11,500 Bob Perrin, RE/ lent location, adaptable to
newlyweds, growing lam
Properties
MAX
lies, retirees, built-ins
753-SOLD
753-5561 Of 759-1610
and
City
lots
lots,
LOTS,
county From $4000-$1200 HOME and workshop on
each Bob Perrin, RE/MAX 1 5 acres 3br brick, 5 minutes horn Murray Low
Properties, 753-SOLD_
$60's Bob Perrin, RE/
MAX, 753-SOLD
450
Farms
SEE this first. Top condiFor Sale
tion. 3br brick, fireplace,

3BR, 1305 Vine. Lease and
deposit required. No pets
$375/mo. 753-0932,
FIREWOOD for sale, 1991, 16x80 CHAMPION,
20 ACRES, some pasture, garage,fenced. Bob Perrin,
Concord Classic. 3br, 2 753-5898.
$25/rick 5 ricks for $100
RE/MAX, 753-SOLD
baths, large rooms, tots of 3BR, 2 bath, 6 miles north- FARRIS Auction Company shed, small pond
753-8396
storage and cabinet space, west of Murray, available W Dan Farris, Auctioneer, 489-2740
NEW 4br, LR, DR, 28.
A FIREWOOD for sale
vaulted ceilings, ceiling 4/1, $375/mo. 3br, 2 bath, P.O. Box 149, Hazel, KY
MINI FARM are you ready walk-in closet, central h/a, 3
437-4667
livingroom
tans Includes
2Y7 miles southeast of Mur- (502) 492-8796/8795. We for spring planting? Come fans, built-in, self cleaning
OAK and hickory $27.50 furniture, central HiA, ray, available 4/10, $450. appraise and sell it all
see this lovely 100 acres-4- Frigidaire range, Panadelivered or $22.50 pick- kitchen appliances, decks, 3br, 2 bath, New Concord
farm. approx 60 acres in sonic microwave, disposal,
underpinning. 759-9220
area, available 4/1,
up. 436-2778.
row crop. 4br, 1 bath frame oak cabinets, excellent lo$350/mo No pets_ Referhouse, hog operation to top cation. 753-5561
OAK, no bark $20 picked- 24'x36', 3br, washer, dryer, ences and deposit reout 600 head. Priced at
stove, refrigerator, disup $25 delivered Murray
after
.170
$65,000. Moody Realty
hwasher, power pole, cen- quired, 753-9417
436-5560
Co., Inc. William E Moody.
tral h/a Must be moved. 4pm.
& Sat
Motorcycles
Realtor, 414 Tyson Ave
$5000 OBO 753-8940 or 3BR brick, central H/C, re220
Paris, TN. 1-800-642-5093.
8 a.nt-?
436-2306.
ferences and deposit re1988 YAMAHA Blaster
Bob Perrin, RE/
601 Broad
Musk:al
WANT to buy Good farm 4-wheeler, looks and runs
CUMMINGS Meter Poles. quired.
up to 100 acres good, lots of accessories
land
in mobile MAX Properties, 753-7653
Specializing
Glass, iron, tools,
KIMBALL Spinet piano, ex$950 753-3959
759-9439
home electric services. 200 Evenings, 753-3509.
753-7687
cellent condition.
watches, boxes of
amp. $375. 100 amp $325 LARGE 2-3 br house, cenafter 4pm.
toys, dolls, materials,
435-4027.
tral gas heat and air condilots of clothes, furniPIANO tuning and repair
refrigeraand
stove
tioning,
GIANT Clearance Sale
759-9661.
$360
ture & misc.
now in progress! Save big tor. 1004 Main St.
plus deposit No pets
SOUNDDESIGNS. James bucks on all homes, new
1300 121 By-Pass • Murray, Ky. • 753-5,05
759-1265
C. Gallimore Electric. Pro- and used. Dinkins Mobile
Logic Theater systems arid Homes, Inc , Hwy 79E,
360
Whole House stereo sys- Paris, TN. 1-800-642-4891
For Rent
One of the South's oldest
tems. 759-1835.
0, 1.....
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
and largest dealerships of
Frt. & Sat
w/red leather, loaded, 9,000 miles
quality homes!
White
Mw
in
condo
bath
3BR, 2
102 South 9th
IF you haven't been able to ray for sale or lease
Between Main &
1992 Buick Park Ave.
allsoillaneous
buy a new home, now is the 753-3293
Poplar
, red w/red cloth, extra nice
pwr.
All
HousF3AHAMA Cruise, 5 days/4 time. Manufactured
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
6:30 l ?
nights, overbought, corpo- ing Clearance Center, warehouses on Center
1992 Olds Toronado Trofeo
Desk chair, other
rate rates to public, limited Palm Harbour Homes. Call Drive behind Shoney's
yr/charcoal leather, loaded. 11,000 miles
Platinum
Cannon,
Joe
tickets. $249/couple + air
chairs, glass, dishes,
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
2.
1-800-758-427
407-331-7818 ext. 569
linens, lots of other
1992 Olds Achievea SL
Mon-Sat 9-9 EST
370
NICE 14x65, 2br, 2 bath
good items.
interior, loaded, V-6, 1,900 miles
w/graphite
Red
Livestock
CHAPEL in the Valley (Gat- with extras. Very clean,
Ran or Sans
Supplies
&
appointment,
For
$6000
linburg's original wedding
1992 Pontiac Bonneville SE
chapel) Thoughtful service 354-6705 evenings.
w/gray cloth, 16" wheels, ail power, sport trim,
White
is rendered through music,
4,503 miles
2f0
flowers, photographs, vidMobile
eos and receptions.
1992 Olds Cutlass Supreme S. Sedan
BILL Nolan Calf Farms is
Homes For Rent
1-800-922-4573
offering 25 head 01 10 day
Silver wiblue cloth, all power, 13,030 miles
COINS and stamps make 2BR, electric heat, old calves. Delivered diwonderful presents, invest- $210/mo plus deposit. Near rectly to you on approval
1992 Olds Ninety Eight Elite
ments and hobbies. We Almo Heights. 753-1861 af- Free delivery on 15 or more
w/blue leather, loaded, 9,000 miles
White
sets,
ter 5pm.
also feature proof
head. Swiss bulls, $175.
silver dollars, coin and
Beef cross, $190. Holstein,
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
stamp supplies, foreign SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, $170 Guernsey, $165. Call
Lt blue w/btue leather, loaded, 13,000 miles
coins and paper money. electric or gas Walking dis- 715-758-8484, ask for Bill.
See our fine selection today tance to college 753-5209
HUDSON Company. Sad1992 Buick Regal Sedan
in Murray at Book Rack
dles, Bridles & Horse sup285
Gray, white & dark blue.
(Dixieland Shopping CenMobile
plies. 753-4545, 759-1823,
ter) and Treasure House
753-6763
Home Lots For Rent
(Southside Manor), also at
1991 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
Toonerville Trolly Antique LARGE lot 1 mile east o
While w/red cloth, loaded, loaded, loaded
Store, (in Hazel, formerly Green Plains Church
Over 36 '91 and '92 model GM factory cars
the Ox-Yoke), Mercantile 901-247-5467
to choose from.
(Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts
and Antiques (Fulton) We
buy coins and stamps and
AKC COCKER Spaniel
Business
appraise estates. CHRISTpuppies. $100. Adult
Rentals
OPHER'S COINS,
prices and terms negoti
753-4161.
able, reasonable prices
must sell to good homes
1900 Sq. ft.
GATLINBURG Summit'
436-5447.
top
Real Estate & Personal Property
Breathtaking mountain
Storage or workShepards,
German
views Fireplace, balcony,
AKC
shop with loading
Saturday, April 4, 1992 at 10 a.m. at the late Mrs. Essie Jones
kitchen, indoor pool, Jacuzchampion sired, some
North 7th & Pine St., Murray, Ky.
3E2
dock & electricity
S300/up
prospects
zis. Honeymoon and
show
Free
weekend specials!
436-2858
753-8809.
Personal Property: Beautiful lamp table - fine old oak secretary brochure, 1-800-242-4853,
old wardrobe - old cabinet radio - other old small radio's - 2 flat top
ALASKAN Malamute Fe(205) 988-5139
male, 2 years old, open.
trunks - magazine rack - old picture & frames - small wood kitchen
Ito
436-5272
$100
AKC,
cabinet - old buffet - nice old square oak table -4 chairs - bookcase - old
Want
SOUTH Carolina, Myrtle
rocker - quilt box - wood ironing board - odd 3 & 4 drawer chest - 3
DAISY Grooming SaturTo Rent
Beach Resort Oceanfront
piece bedroom suite - straight chairs - old library table - card table day, by appointment
condos. housekeeping Six 4BR house, fenced area for
child's chair - small lamp tables - odd bed - electric sewing machine 753-7819
pools, tennis, etc Monthly pets city or county, after
couch & chair - odd chairs - coffee & end tables - floor lamp - miniature
rates from $400 per month
FULL blooded Alaskan MaMay 1st 753-6724 after
lamps - electric fan - chalk elephant- old costumejewelry - old mantle
lamute puppies. $100/ea
brochure
Free
&
5pm
vase - stone churn - candlestick holders - Berry set - lot ofold glass
1-800-448-5653
355 2372
- pots & pans -

Firewood

3 Party
Yard Sale

Purdom Motors

GARAGE
SALE

* NEW ARRIVALS *

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Absolute Estate Auction

TIME Share Units and
campground memberships Distress sales,
Cheap! Worldwide selections Call Vacation Network, U.S and Canada.
1-800-736-8250 or
305-566-2203 Free rental
information
305-563-5586

Apartments
For Rant
1. 2 or 38R furnished apartments, nice, near university 753-6111 daytime,
7510606 nights
1BR apartment near downtown and hospital
753-2853, leave message

Business
Services
PRIVATE Investigato
D B A Confidential Invesegabons. Southside Shop
ping Center. Suite #102,
Murray, 753-2641

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
2BDRM. 2bath duplex with
carport on Valleywood Dr
Available 4 1 92 $350/mo
759 4406

'

•

2BR. 1•4 bath upper duplex Carpeted, stove, refrigerator, a/c, woodburning fireplace, beautiful lake
location References and
deposit required Available
April 1 436-2755 after
5pm

14x70, 1984 MONTEGO, HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
2br, 2 full baths gas heat KY, is now renting You
must be 62, handicapped,
central stereo system
large kitchen with bay win- or disabled New 1 and 2br
units 502-527-8574 for
dow and center island
Large livingroom, lots of more information Equal
cabinet space, extra nice Housing Opportunity
759-1466 after 5pm
LARGE 2br, 2 bath, near
w/d hook-up,
16x72, 2 years old, mint university,
Refercondition Move from lot central h/a no pets
re
and
deposit
ences
of
loan
and assume
$285/mo My equity is wired 753-3949

AswisealraNNITNIINIMolooll7

"
...-.49.-..9.--•••-•7
"
911111611001999.

Real
Estate

Public
Sale

Home
Furnishings
chair Manual
BARBER chair 2 mirrors SOFA and
bike
Remington automatic gun, treadmill 10 speed
Antique
chair
Rocking
759
model 11-48
4502
metal single bed Kitchen
COOKWARE Reared from cabinet Tv and cart Call
Dinner Party's, have some 492-8501 after 5pm
5-ply sets for sale Retail
$900, now only $269 New'
Cali 1-800-374-1058 Mr
Allen
Antiques
FLOOR length wedding LINCOLN rocker and ottodress with train & veil Call man Spinning wheel large
753-9964 after 9am
fish tail scale with weights
oiler
GARDEN Tillers-Rear-tine Gate leg table Best
Troy-I3ilt Tillers at low, di- 492-8393
rect from the factory,
tan
prices For free catalog with
Sewing
prices, special savings now
Machines
in effect, and model guide,
toll -free SINGER feather portable
call
1-800-535-7900, Dept. D
1953 mint, $100 firm
IBM Compatible computer, Brothers cabinet, good
8088-10MHz, 640K, two condition, $75. 753-5252.
drives, 30 Meg H D , monochrome monitor, $550
Farm
OBO 759-1265
Equipment
JOHN Deere riding mower,
new Kohler 17hp motor, 46" JOHN Deere 1219 mower,
cut with hydrostatic drive. conditioner, 9'. 489-2740
Excellent shape 759-9413. MASSEY Ferguson 10
MILUONAIRES MILUON- square bale hay baler Also
AIRES, PANGBURN'S 5' bush hog 753-9390
CANDY IS BACK IN MUR200
RAY. Charlie's Safe-T
Pharmacy
Sports
Equipment
NINTENDO, $50 Video
games, $10-15/ea
ULTRALIGHTS. Beave
753-5268 after 5pm
and CGS Hawk ultraligh
airplane dealer. Lowes
POST Frame Buildings,
prices anywhere BJ enter24)(40'x9' erected. $4596
prises, 753-7581
plus freight. Other sizes
Blitz
Builders,
available.
210
1-800-628-1324.

460

410

320

inn

0t0

HAPPY Jack Mange Lotion Promotes healing and
hair growth to any mange
hot spot, fungus on dogs
and horses without corbzone At TSC Supply
Stores and better feed
stores
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

china - old metal toy.- what not items - McCoy yams
small kitchen appliances - wringer washer - stove & ref. - lot of new
material - new dresses & shoes - yard tools - old collector items - old
comic books & baseball cards - many other items not listed. Auction
held rain or shine. Not responsible for occident". Lunch available.
Real Estate: Prarne house - 2 bedroom downstairs - living room &
dining room - eat in kitchen 1 bath -2 rooms upstairs - carport
lot.
corner
nice
on
doors
&
windows
storage - storm
Terms on Real Estate: 2016 down day of sale, balance in 30 days
with
with passing of deed. Possession with deed. Auction held jointly
Paschall Real Estate. Terry Paschall Broker - 753-5814.

RED minature Dachshund
puppies 901-986-3693
days 901-352-2416 nights

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Auctioneers

REGISTERED AKC Rotpuppies.
tweiler
901-479-2414

435-4144

"74,911WePeirlifir
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Services
Offered

Sweat
011ered

camas

HADA WAY Construction:
GERALD WALTERS
1977 ELDORADO mint- AL'S hauling, yard work,
Home remodeling, paintpaintsiding,
vinyl
Roofing,
home, 47,000 miles, awn- tree removal, mowing Free
18 ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
estimates.
Free
ing
ings, roof at,generator and (mamba. 7591683.
years experience Local re- floor covering. No job too
other extras, $7,000
mail. 4362052.
"Qualky Laws &
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
terences 489-2267
753-3657
Factory trained by 3 major
Landscape Services" GUTTERING By Sears: HANDYMAN will do plumb1979 SELF contained cam- manufacturers Most parts
753-5726
Sears residential and com- ing. electric and carpentry.
in stock, on my ruck MI
NEW bug shisids for pick- 1088 PLYMOUTH Colt per 753-0718
mercial continuous gutters Reasonable rates.
ups and vans, foreign and wagon 5-speed, a/c, 1984 COACHMAN 22', air, work and parts warranted
installed for your specifica- 753-0696.
UCTION
The
Apat
CONSTR
tor
Andy
Ask
domesec, dear and smoke 35mpg, one-owner, x - awning, lull bed. $5900
pliance Works, 753-2455 Houses, additions, framing tions. Call Sears 753-2310 HOME Repairs. Will do carint $19.50/ea. Pick-up bed dean $3700 492-8606 at- 502-395-4424
tor free estimate.
Tnpp Williams, 753-0563
Defying. Painting. Plumbing
mats. $34.50/ea. Key Auto
5pm.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
and electrical. 436-2575 af22' JAYCO Camper Fully Kenmore, Westinghouse, CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
Parts ff." 121S. 753-5500.
626.
Mazda
1989 SILVER
ter 5pm.
loaded, good condition Pr- Whirlpool 30+ years ex- and Coating SONIC* Corn
LAWN SERVICES
SALE and expert repair on arivim. sir, new radials, one iced to sell 436-5003
Hauing
Light
set
N Blown In By
Hopper,
and
Bobby
INSULATIO
installation
perience
plea)
tactory, car and home ste- owner $7200 489-2704
Sears: TVA approved.
Tilling
vice Call Gary at
EXTRA clean, nice Jayco 436 5848
reos, plus installation after 5pm
Save on those high heating
pop-up Sleeps 6. pull out A TO Z Services General 759-4754
Odds & Ends
Bear's Audio and World of
and cooling bills. Call Sears
botAlso,
flat
,
$1850.
753-1107
Move.
Sound.
Bobby lAcCuiston
contracting, electrical, DELK'S Painting Service
753-2310 for free estimate.
tom aluminum boat plumbing, roofing, carpen- Interior, °Amor, free esti
753-5865.
759-4471 MN 430 pa.
753-2370.
Vase
JAMES C. Gallimore
try, yard and house mainte- mates. 18yrs experience
nance Free estimates AN Mayfield 247-9816
Electric. Fast, efficient,
1979 CHEVY, blue 00therAuto
Call
s service.
courteou
guaranteed
work
AfWork.
Yard
MOWING,
sion van Excellent condiDEPENDABLE handyman
Boas
Puts
759-9047
reliable, efficient. 759-1835.
fordable,
.
maintenance
tion, low min,loaded with
yard
do
will
& Maisie
TOPPER for S-10 truck, extras. $2800. 1981 Ford
EtACKHOE Service- ROY deck building and other odd Free estimates. 753-9100. KITCHEN CABINET RET6-x5' Good condition conversion. Rebuik engine, 16' RUNABOUT. 140hp HILL Septic system, drive- jobs around the house Ex- NEED your gutters cleaned COVERY existing doors &
Mercruiser 14 Jon Boat. ways, hauling, foundations, perienced and affordable.
$85080 or consider trade low miles loaded, $3600
or repaired? Call 753-0834. frames with ivoodgrain formotor and trailer 1980 etc 759-4664
759-9710
436-2858.
mica, all colors. Free estiCall Ray at 753-0187
Buick Skyhawk 436-2827
PAINTING interior and ex- mates. Wulffs Recovery
1981 GMC customized
BEAN Harvesters Avail DIAL Builders New addi- terior. Quality work. Over Murray. 436-5560.
17' 1983 BOAT, motor and able Fresh and cannery tions new homes pole
van, $4000 759-4406
20 years experience. Ralph
trailer $3000 value, asking Booking dates Mid-June to barns, total remodeling. No Worley. 436-5625.
L AND L Lawn Service.
1983 FORD van, extra $2300 759-9710
Pixel!
5
436-5272
ber
small
Free estimates. Call after
Mid-Septem
too
job
tan. 6 cyl , 3-speed
PLUMBING Repairs. We
1969 CADILLAC. new long,
1975 RANGER with 1977 150's 6 bulk trucks Call DRYWALL finishing, re- work on mobile homes 5pm, 753-4001.
needs
Motor
wloverdnve
paint, motor A-ok, good
753-5377 at- Mercury 150 Fully 305-258-5587 Dave pairs, additions and blow- 24 hour emergency,same- LAWN MOWING If you
tires Best offer 753-4530 overhauling
equipped, excellent condi- Friedrichs
5pm
want someone who is deing ceilings 753-4761
day service. 489-2525.
tion Must see to anemic BILL Musser Yardwork,
1976 MONTE Carlo 350
reasonably pr
pendable,
VACATION Van. 1990 Lu- ate
FENCE sales at Sears PLUMBING repairman with iced, and will do the job
Garage kept treetrimming, fencing
engine. new tires, real good
APV, loaded, one 753-0509
now Call Sears 753-2310 same day service. Call right, please call David at
ruenoriextenor Beat offer mina
436-2043
owner 30xxx miles
tor free estimate for your 436-5255.
436-5642
753-6986. References
22' CATALINA sail boat, BRYON'S LAWN SER- needs
436-5369
available.
sails
3
estimotor.
99
Free
trader,
$875
PLUMBING
E,
1976 OLDSMOBIL
VICE Free estimates
FREE SPRING CLEAN- mates. Affordable rate. LAWN mowing and tree
$3500 753-4681 after 489-2691 after 5pm
OBO 753-9324
ING ESTIMATES. Gutters, Same day service. All work service. No calls on Satur5pm
Used
1978 MONTE Carlo. 1500
CARPENTRY, framing, bush and tree removals, guaranteed. 492-8816.
day. Paul, 436-2102.
Trucks
28' 1975 HARRIS Pontoon roofing, foundations
Good body. crank shaft
hauling, planting, pruning
mostripping,
NG,
inboard-out
120
REFINISHI
Boat.
Call
repair
Call
needs some
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning.
mulching, mowing, etc.
436-5598
1969 GMC 2'4 ton flatbed
custom woodworking. For all your carpet and up753-9923 after 5pm
Jerry at 753-0611.
truck Asking $1995 tor Very good condition
CHARLIE Davidson All
753-8056.
$5800 354-8752
holstery cleaning, call
1982 CHEVY Impala, 759-9710
types of roofing and re- FULL Service Lawn Care
753-5827. Free estimates.
$1200 Mechanically 1976 CHEVY '4 ion, dean. ALMOST new 94' Bass pairs Torch down rubber City or county, free esti- ROCKY COLSON Home
for
Repair Roofing, siding, Dupont certified
sound 762-4454
mates 436-2744
low miles, mechanically Hunter bass boat, 5-speed. roofing 753-5812
Stainmaster.
conplumbing,
painting,
controlled
hand
Minkota
engine. topper
1983 WHITE Firebird, FM sound, 350
trolling motor. 2 swivel pad- CHIM Chlm Chimney GALLOWAY Roofing Spe- crete. Free estimates. Call WAYNE Higgins Backhoe
436-5810 after 6pm
re- 474-2307
cassette deck, lots of new
ded seats. carpet, wired Sweeps has 10% senior cializing in new roofs.
Service. Septic tank sysparts Very dependable 1976 FORD log truck. 800 front and back for trolling citizen discounts We sell roofs, and tear -offs
tems, water lines, city
haulrock
Hudson
ROGER
work
air
Call 759-1878
Guaranteed
series, 429 motor,
motor, trailer Always sets chimney caps and screens
ing, gravel, sand,dirt, drive- sewer, hauling. 759-4685
489-2026.
502-753-7941
in garage Ideal for water- 435-4191
1984 CHEVROLET Cele- brakes
way rock 753-4545, LICENSED for electric,
for
bnty, $1900 436-2285 af- 1977 4-WHEEL drive sheds, ponds.etc Great
GARDEN Tilling, raised or 753-6763
Service
Lawn
COLSON
gas, refrigeration. Installater 5pm
Chevy pick-up, ps/pb, a/c, Crappie fishing Cost $900 Professional mowing and leveled beds. Ask about
tion and repair. Free estiSerious
firm
$750
new,
condiam/lm radio Good
trimming Guaranteed low- free weeding service. LITWILLER Building. Farm mates. 753-7203.
1985 CHEVROLET Nova
Call
only
inquiries
tion, $2000 759-1965,
est rates, $15-$80 per 901-232-8235.
and residential set-up for
4-door, gray, auto., one
753-0653 after 5pm
753-8858
month, most yards
owner. Call after 4:30,
GENERAL Repair plumb- large projects. Our busi- TREE Trimming and light
ness is built on quality. hauling. Free estimates.
753-6928
1981 TOYOTA diesel, BOAT motor and trailer, 4 8 9 - 2 5 2 5 , ing, roofing, tree work
436-2102, ask for Luke.
382-2214.
condition $1600 $825 436-5814 evenings 1800-638-3921
good
436-2642
1985 CUTLASS Calais.
436-5272
0130
1981
Motors
and
BOATS
V-6, 3 1 liter, loaded. excellent condition 247-2981, 1985 CHEVY I tin, single 17 Skeeter. all electric.
247-9881, 489-2150
wheel pick-up truck, white w/PT, 90hp Johnson, less
with blue interior, auto. than 100 hours, nice
1985 TRANS Am, loaded,
shape. $3250 Phone $4500. 17' Marquis, low
good
t-tops, excellent condition
502-875-4050 or rider VI-haul, 85 Evinrude.
Franldort,
753-2783 before 2prn
tit trailer, $15C0 0130 Plus
502-875-1844.
motors and other boats
Vinyl Siding or Easy-Clean
1991 MAZDA 323. Blue, 1987 FORD % Ion, auto, WI buy motors in good or
am/fm/cs, a/c. 18XXX 351 motor, trio, $5300 bad condition Also, trade
Replacement Windows
miles, $5000, 080 Phone Frankfort, and do maintenance Jack.
to $25 trade in on
Up
753-7012.
or 759-2543
502-875-4050
storm windows
old
4
502-875-184
1986 OLDS 98, while, very
HEAVY duty boat trailer,
ESTIMATES
FREE
$3800
nice, 95xxx miles,
new tires, et new rails
510
753-7455, M-F, 8am-5jarn
$225 759-1405
Call Thermaline Today!
After 530pm, 492-8159
Canaan
LATE model Evinrudei
1988 FIREBIRD, t-tops,
Johnson 70hp lower unit
V-6, loaded 1966 Dodge 18' LAYTON, al self con- 1977 35hp Evinrude motor
Comet 1979 Toyota Ce- tained, roof air. $2500 $650 Also, newly rebuilt
436-5272.
Ica 753-4636 after 4pm
Toyota 22R engine, $1225
or best offer Phone Frankfort, 502-227-2760

ALEXANDER'S Garage,
Highway 464. Fantastic
mechanics will work on
heavy equipment fort lifts,
butickazers, rucks and cent
Call 489-2695, ask for Ted.

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music, Murray's Al-Cm Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from MSU dorms.

WEST Ky Aluminum. Put
an end to costly painting
arid draft windows with Alcoa Siding and Certain
Teed Replacement Wind ow s . Bill Speed,
492-8103.
WILL do mowing and light
hauling. 753-4355.
WILL do plumbing, installation arid repairs. All guaranteed. 753-4355, 753-1134.

SAM'S Yard Service. Mowing. trimming, hauling.
753-1598. Free estimates.
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE.
Repair, replacement, new
installation, pumping, sewers, footings, basements
13ackhoe-loader service.
BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515.
SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674.

YARD landscaping w/20 SHEETROCK finishing.
years experience. Breaking textured ceilings. Larry
and disking gardens, bush- Chnsman. 492-8742.
hogging. No jobs too big or SPECIAL Touch Cleaning
too small. 436-5430.
Services. A little help goes
YARD mowing, trimming, a long way. General houseodd jobs. Hauling, mulch, keeping & more. Reasongravel, dirt, sealing drive- able rates and references
ways. Free estimates. Call Karen at 753-7381
evenings.
436-5501.
YARD mowing and lawn SUREWAY Tree & Stump
care. Very reliable, Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free es489-2715.
timates. Day or night,
YARD mowing, landscap- 753-5484.
ing, tree trimming, and tree
removal. Free estimates T.C. Dinh Repair and Maintenance. Electrical - CleanTim Lamb, 436-2528
ing Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
MOODY Mower Repair Street 753-6111 office.
Pick-up and delivery, all 753-0606 after 5pm.
work guaranteed.
THE Gutter Co Seamless
753-5668.
aluminum gutters, variety
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR of colors Licenced, inService Center, cleaning- sured. Estimate available
servicing $15; most repairs 759-4690.
$35; all brands 3rd Street,
NE ReplaceAlmo, Open 9-12, 1-5, THERMALI
ment Windows. CustomMon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
built, easy-clean. Senior citizens discounts. 759-4433
after 3pm.

Will Do
Housecleaning
759-2599

THE rainy season is here.
Put a stop to your leak, I'm
the one you should seek,
Kenneth Jones Roofing. All
work guaranteed.
354-8867.

Springtime Special
Save 10% On

THER MUNE

759-4433

1992 OLDSMOBILES
98 Regencys
88 Royales
Cutlass Supremes

TWO 17 boats, 6295/each
Any reasonable offer will be
considered 759-9710
CUSTOS. WOMEN CALUMETS
CUSTOM WOOMOSIONG

Al Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

s

-Drop by & see our

Showroom

409 SuMBURY MURRAY (liennd Bunny Bourn
753.500

Mathts Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drivi
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12

Month

12.000 Mile Warranty

Sonless
Mond
100% SATISFACTION. All
types home repair, electrical, maintenance. No job
too small al Enterprises,
753-7581

305-A S. 12th St.
(Nest to Desaptires)
753-0959

MA LANDSCAPING and
tree removal. Tree and
shrub trimming, mulching
and hauling, major and minor groundskeeping
492-8254

Jones Auto
Tinting

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying. Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm. 759-9816, 753-0495

Autos - Trucks - Vans
Boats - RV's - Mobile
Homes & etc.

AAA Additions. Decks,
vinyl siding, carpen\ry
work, house and floor leveling, drive-ways 404 years
experience. Free estimates. Call collect
901-247-5173

*Car Stereo lostallion•

1759-9105 or 9107 1
I 515 South 4th St. I I
Behind Elis Gloss - Entrance on 3rd

A LAWN Mowing Service
436-5265

DAVID SMITH
Construction
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Now Homes
Residential • Commercial
Addilions Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
PHONE:
Route 1, Box 1390
502-437-3026
Bentont Ky. 42025

4
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ilk/ Smith Magary 81
HOW hiproveseet
Block. brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work,sidewalks lk patios coveted
with brick. Remodelkts. decks, addidons,
garages. Fireplaces a spedaity.
15 yrs. Lep. Free Itednustes

Call 527-127$ sr 14/1-339-4312
For a Job Dam Right Becalms We
Guirories Ow Work.

ALL Round house and yard
maintenance. Mow, trim,
clean gutters, rake yard,
trim bushes, haul trash,
small construction work,
vehicle maintenance. Free
estimates. Call Scott
753-1235.

G & L
Lawn
Service
Melo

SPRING SALE

BELOW
INVOICE
TIL
APRIL 3RD,
1992

MASTIC:THE NATION'S
FINEST VINYL
REPLACEMENT
WINDOWS
• Energy savings
• Custom fit
• No painting
• Ear( cleaning
•Lifetime frame
warranty
Cal for free estionate:

in Our Work
Vinyl Siding Experts

Day 435-4168
NV* 753-5847

"12 Years Experience"

Flee Estknaton

PROFESSIONAL

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, reniodelIng, porches,
roofing, concrete, drive
way*, painting, maintenance,tee Free mimeses
410-2303

1 00000

SIDING
711S-114111

mastic

"Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company."

Anv PEPPERS

CHEVROLET
Geo

600 Tyson Ave.• Hwy. 79S • Paris, TN 1101aSi
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

ubile

io dealer incentives retailed by dealer
Lego Mumbo Jumbo: All prices Otis taxes, lige and license Any factory
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Today is Thursday, April 2, the 93rd day of 1992. There are 273 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Two hundred years ago, on April 2, 1792, Congress passed the Coinage
Act, which authorized establishment of the U.S. Mint.
On this date:
In 1513, Spanish explorer Juan Ponce de Leon landed in Florida.
In 1805, storyteller Hans Christian Andersen was born in Odense,
Denmark.
In 1917, 75 years ago, President Wilson asked Congress to declare war
against Germany, saying, "The world must be made safe for democracy."
In 1932, 60 years ago, aviator Charles A. Lindbergh and Dr. John F.
Condon turned over $50,000 in ransom to a man in a Bronx, New York,
cemetery in exchange for Lindbergh's kidnapped son.(The infant, however, was not returned and was found dead the following month.)
In 1942. 50 years ago, Glenn Miller and his orchestra recorded
"American Patrol" at the RCA Victor studios in Hollywood.
In 1956, the soap operas "As the World Turns" and "The Edge of
Night" premiered on CBS television.
In 1974, French president Georges Pompidou died in Paris.
In 1983, Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko rejected President
Reagan's proposal for reducing medium-range missiles in Europe, saying
the plan was "unacceptable on all counts."
In 1986, four American passengers were killed when a bomb exploded
aboard a TWA jetliner en route from Rome to Athens, Greece.
In 1986, Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace announced he was retiring
from public life.
Ten years ago: Several thousand troops from Argentina seized the disputed Falkland Islands, located in the south Atlantic, from Britain. (Britain seized the islands back the following June.)
Five years ago: The U.S. Senate, rejecting a plea from President Reagan, overrode his veto of an $88 billion highway and mass-transit bill the
president had denounced as containing "pork-barrel" items.
One year ago: Iraqi state media reported that only a few more days
were needed to stamp out fighting with Kurdish rebels, who reported
renewed skirmishes around the strategic oil center of Kirkuk.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Buddy Ebsen is 84. Actor Sir Alec Guinness
is 78. The Archbishop of Chicago, Cardinal Joseph Bemardin, is 64.
Actress Sharon Acker is 57. Singer Emmylou Harris is 44. Actress Debralee Scott is 39. Actor Ron Palillo is 38.
Thought for Today: "Life is short. Live it up." — Nikita S. Khrushchev, Soviet leader (1894-1971).

• ci433

Tea years ago
Calloway County Sheriff David
Salentine said persons owing delinquent taxes should pay before April
15 to avoid being charged an additional advertising fee.
Brenda Donelson, student at
Murray Middle School, was named
Kentucky State Exceptional Child
by Kentucky Association of Student Council for Exceptional
Children.
Jo Weaks and June Garland are
pictured with an American flag
which flew over the U.S. Capitol
March 22 and was sent to Calloway
County Court House by U.S. Representative Carroll Hubbard.
Evelyn Wallis, Fonda Grogan
and Sheila Grogan are pictured
with items to be offered for sale al
bazaar by Creative Arts Department of Murray Woman's Club on
April 3.
Twenty years ago

Sandra Stark, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Stark, was named
junior queen; Carolyn Scott,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arlie
Scott, was named senior queen; and
Krit Stubblefield, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Joe Stubblefield, was
named senior king by Calloway
County 4-H Council. The Lynn
Grove Junior 4-H Club won club
talent division and Felicia Rhodes
of Hazel won speciality act
division.
Open house is being held today
at West View Nursing Home,
according to Harold Beaman,
administrator.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church dedicated its church building on March 5, according to the
Rev. Joe L. Skelton, pastor.
Rita Carol Harris and Jimmy
Yokley Stroud were married March
4 at First Baptist Church, Murray.
Thirty years ago

DEAR ABBY: This letter is in
response to "Former Smoker." You
said,"Please don't blame the tobaceo
companies;welive in a country where
people have the right to choose."
Abby, surely you are aware that
the tobacco industry entices "replacement smokers"from our youth.
Please note the following:
Tobacco advertising is aimed at
kids. The tobacco industry needs
5,000 children to begin smoking every day to maintain its current
market. Statistics show us that 60
percent of smokers begin by age 14,
and 90 percent begin by age 19.

Children do not have the cognitive ability that adults have and are
easy prey for the tobacco industry.
Nicotine, the addictive substance in
cigarettes, may be more difficult to
quit using than heroin.
Our kids get hooked at an early
age, then many spend the rest of
their lives trying to stop using tobacco.Yes,we make ourown choices,
but it takes more than one school
health-education class to counteract
the tobacco industry's multibilliondollar blitz. We believe that every
child has the right to be protected
from exposure to advertising which
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Dr. Thomas HoganCamp has
been named as chairman of Murray
Planning Commission.
The Rev. Bob Cherry, rector at
St. John's Episcopal Church, spoke
on "Competitor Relations" at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House. He was introduced by Gingles Wallis.
Robert Hornsby, biologist with
Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources in Western
Kentucky, spoke at a meeting of
Alpha Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Art Lee, Clyde Roberts and M.
C. Ellis had high single games with
handicap in Bowling League at
Corvette Lanes last week.
Mrs. Henry Holton and Mrs.
Lester Nanny conducted a workshop on "Oil Painting" at a meeting
of Creative Arts Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.

the mark. A woman so incredibly
shallow that she would turn down a
date with a gentleman because he
had a tooth missing needs a new
value system — not dental referrals.
But assuming you have more balanced standards, did you ever consider that the gentleman with the
missing tooth may not have been
able to replace it?
A number of years ago, after 20
years of struggle — which included
repeated pin implants,three crowns,
oral surgery, major infections and
DEAR ABBY: Your response to thousands of dollars — a dentist
"Needing an Answer" fell short of extracted one of my teeth because
there was nothing left to save or to
use as a bed for another crown. The
adjacent teeth were too weakened
from cysts in the jaw to be used as
anchors for a bridge, and my sinus
canal was too low to accommodate
By GARY LARSON an implant. I investigated every alternative. I even offered to test experimental procedures.
I detest not having a tooth, but if
a solution is ever found, I will be the
first to take advantage of it.
Until then, I will count myself
fortunate never to have met a man
so appallingly superficial as to reject
me because I have a missing tooth.
I'm surprised you didn't give
"Needing an Answer" more mature
advice. Either that, or suggest she
become a horse trader, where her
ultra-strict criteria would be more
appropriate.
MARTA GOOSEY,
OREGON CITY, ORE.
DEAR MARTA: Thanks, I
needed that. I confess,it did not
occur to me that there could be
legitimate reasons for a person
to be walking around with a
conspicuous gap where a tooth
should be. I had assumed it was
due to neglect, ignorance or a
lack of pride.

promotes smoking as part ofthe good
life, or connects smoking with sports
or other health-giving activities.
CONNIE ACO'TT,
PROJECT DIRECTOR,
TOBACCO-FREE SCHOOLS,
COLORADO STATE
UNIVERSITY
DEAR CONNIE:Thank you for
some startling facts. I hope my
young readers see your letter
and take it seriously. It could
add years to their lives.

•W ••

Dr. Gott

•••

CATHY
I WONDER ITHE
CLOTHES THAT I
NEVER WEAR
FEEL 8A0, MOM.

Forty years ago
The Grand Jury and Petit Jury
lists for the upcoming term of Calloway County Circuit Court have
been released by George Weaks,
circuit court clerk.
Lavenia Jones, Bobbie Hutson,
Jo Horton and Julie Hawkins, drama students of Mrs. C.S. Lowry at
Murray Training School, presented
a program at a meeting of Zeta
Department of Murray Woman's
Club.
Wilma Lovins, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Lovins, is a student
at Southern Baptist Seminary,
Louisville.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Brandon and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Stubblefield, March 18; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Kirksey Dublin, March
20; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe
Williams, March 21.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics
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CLOTHES DON'T NNE THOUGHTS
OR FEELINGS. THEY'RE JUST
AFTER MONTH, NEVER GETTING
PICKED. NEVER EVEN HIT IN& CLOTHES. NOW, THROW ON AN
TRIED. WHAT MUST THEY THINK. OLD SWEATSUIT, AND LET'S
GET TO WORK
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My sister-in-law
who is 78 years old gets a shooting
pain from her groin down her leg every day. She refuses to go to a doctor
but has given me the OK to write to
you.
DEARREADER: First of all, your
sister-in-law is sure to obtain more
satisfactory medical care from a doc"Oh, this is wonderful, Mr. Gruenfeld —
tor(who will sit down with her, take a
medical history and perform an exI've only seen it a couple of times. You have corneal
amination) than she would from a
corruption.... Evil eye, Mr. Gruenfeld, evil eye."
medical columnist. Therefore, I urge
you to persuade her to see a doctor
about her problem.
Leg pain can arise from a variety
of causes, including thrombophlebitis
(blood clots in a vein), arthritis or a
Answer to Previous Puzzle
ACROSS
slipped disc in the spine, to mention a
36 Finishes
few. I am certain that a doctor, after
39 Eisenhower's
1 Inquire
command:
will be
000 0000 0000 examining your sister-in-law,
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40 Figures of
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speech
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Church
41
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13 Musical skit
doctor because they fear that the phybench
14 Big —
0000 000 00
sician will find something seriously
lai
—
Chou
43
15 The — Gees
0 000 M0000 wrong. More often than not, however,
44 Behold!
16 Made a hole45 Heaps
0 0000000 00 this fear is ungrounded: The ailment
in-one
47 Pitch
00000 000 OM turns out to be curable or, at least,
17 Falsehoods
50 Perceive by
treatable.
pp 0op co I!
18 Eye shade
touch
20 As far as
DEAR DR. GOTT: Several months
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a crown put on one of my
ago
marbles
00 000 M00000 teeth.I had
measure
I subsequently developed can54 Female sheep
23 Indian
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000E1
0000
55 Tranquillity
ker sores, fever blisters and a sensiweight
000 0M00 000 tive tongue. Zovirax taken internally
56 Slender
24 Sounded a
pinnacle
4-2 ® 1992 United Feature Syndicate cleared the sores and blisters, yet the
horn
57 Beverage
28 Moccasin
glossitis remains. This is being treatvestment
58 Measuring
30 Underlying
ed with prednisone 25 mg three times
2 Bishopric
device
7 Mire
reason
a day for three days twice monthly.
3 Capital of
59 Encountered
8 Diphthong
32 Ox of
It's not working. What can I do to get
the Ukraine
9 Kimono sash
Celebes
DOWN
4 Blackboard
rid of this annoying condition?
10 Tiny
34 Male turkey
adjunct
DEAR READER: I'm not a dentist,
11 Abstract
35 Bridge term
1 Priest's
5 Adorns
but I wonder if you could be experibeing
6 Always
encing an allergic reaction to the
17 Diving birds
19 Exists
metal alloys in the crown — or to the
20 Also
10 11
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cement used to hold it in place. Ask
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your dentist if this could be the cause
solar over
of your tongue irritation (glossitis); if
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lunar
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so, you may have to consider having
-22 Landed
the crown removed or modified.
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PEANUTS
YOU SURE 601 YOURSELF
WET SITTIN6 OUT THERE
IN THE RAIN, SNOOPY...

BUT AFTER I TOWEL YOU
OFF, YOU'LL BE NICE AND
WARM AND FUZZY...
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id
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market? It isthe only thing that keeps
my arthritis pain in check, yet I wonder if there is a reason I shouldn't take
the minimal supply I still have.
DEAR READER: I was not aware
that Mediprin had been removed from
the market; perhaps it no longer made
a profit for its manufacturer. In any
case. it makes no difference, became
Mediprin is ibuprofen,a nonDm analgesic that is
y
able in other forms,notably Adellaall
Nrcan
. safely flask yourelP141141i
Mediprin, then probess one of the
other pI-ts!Mmetioaed. Ibuprofen is a safe and insepseshe treatment for mild/moderate arthritis.
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Parent Effectiveness Training
workshop offered by Murray State

Obituaries
Toy Lee York

Charles Garth Walker

Toy Lee York, 65, Rt. I. Benton,
died Wednesday at 5:05 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A Navy veteran of World War II,
he was retired from Marshall
County Road Department.
Mr. York was a member of New.
Zion Missionary Baptist Church
and Hardin-Berkley Lodge No. 567
Free and Accepted Masons at
Hardin.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Ruby York; one son, David Lee
York; two grandchildren, Dustin

The funeral for Charles Garth
Walker will be Friday in the chapel
of Swartz Funeral Home, G 1225
W. Hill Rd., Grand Blanc, Mich.
Burial will follow in Sunset Hills
Cemetery, Flint. Mich.
Mr. Walker, 75, of 1426 Lincoln
Ave., Flint, Mich., died Tuesday at
10 a.m. at Flint Osteopathic Hospital, Flint.
Born April 18, 1919, at Newburg
in Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Charley F. Walker
and Jesse Levi Maupin Walker. He
also was preceded in death by one
sister, Mrs. Delores Seaford, Murray, and three brothers, Jesse Vane
Walker, Murray, and Durward
Walker and Coburn Sedley Walker.
Flint.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Bessie Elkins Walker; one daughter, Mrs. June Downey and husband, Paul, Montrose. Mich.; one
son. Gerald Hayes Walker and
v..ife, Kathryn. Grand Blanc, Mich.;
tv.o sisters, Mrs. William
(Ra‘enel!) McGregor, Benton. and

'1

William (Bill) Riley
CHARLES GARTH WALKER
Mrs. Cecil (Dorothy) Orton, Murray; four grandsons, Aaron Walker,
Adam Walker, Jason Blackburn
and John Charles Palsgrove and
wife, Brenda; a brother-in-law,
Reymon Elkins, Murray. several
nieces and nephews.

Tom Devine

Dr. Robert Eugene Farless

Russell R.
Massey
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The forum, scheduled for 2:00 - 4:00
p.m. Central Time, is pan of KSPE's
annual meeting.
Kentucky DES Executive Director
James Everett will discuss California's experience with inspection
teams, while David Allen of the
Kentucky Transportation Research
Center will summarize a bridge-inspection program he has developed,
and David Lee, of the Society of
Professional Engineers, will discuss
the liability problems faced by professionals on volunteer duty.
Those attending the forum will be
encouraged to participate in the discussions, and engineers, disasterservice workers and others interested
in the formation of inspection teams
are invited.
For more information, contact the
earthquake program coordinator at
Kentucky DES,at(502)564-8628 or
the Kentucky Society of Professional
Engineers at (502) 695-5680.

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing
8 Insurance Companies

"Free help in filing claims
for my clients"
•1 have a variety of coverage in all types of Health & Life Insurance
•I have a variety of prices. *I can fit the coverage and price for each
individual.

"Compare Our Quality, Service,
Workmanship and Prices."

U.S. 641 N.

759-1333

MSU public relations students
observe Nashville professionals

Tezacs-----------57% • 511
+
Time Warser..--Wal-Start -

Ward's Leather & Jewelry

Forum on engineer teams for
earthquake inspections set

prices as of 9
Price

William (Bill) Riley, 76, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, died Tuesday at 2:20
p.m. at Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
He was a retired electrician with
Union Carbide of Calvert City.
Born Dec. 25, 1915, in Graves
County, he was the son of the late
William E. Riley and Flora Miller
Riley.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Irene Riley; three daughters, Mrs.
Doris Hunter, MTS. Brenda Morris
and Mrs. Devonda Wilford, and
one son, Billy Howard Riley, all of

of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by one brother,
George Devine, and one niece,
Final rites for Dr. Robert Eugene
Mary Ann Devine, Kokomo, Ind.. (Bob) Farless are today at 2 p.m. in
an aunt. Mrs. Anne N1almher2, the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Murray; an uncle. Edward H. Funeral Home. The Rev. Dan
Adams, Murray.
Leslie and Dr. David Roos are officiating. Music is by Choir of Kirksey United Methodist Church with
Clarice Norsworthy as pianist.
Pallbearers arc Steve McMillion,
Jeremy McMillion, Ronnie Shelton,
Steve Farless, Keith Farless and
Services for Russell R. Massey
Jon K. Farless.
are today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
MurJ.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in Goshen
ray. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe is Cemetery.
officiating.
Dr. Farless, 62, died Sunday at
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Mr. Massey, 88, died Sunday at
.Cincinnati, Ohio.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs.
Martha Henderson Massey; one sister, Mrs. Albert M. Oury. Mt.
Washington, Ohio: several nieces
and nephews.
After California's October, 1989,
"World Series" earthquake, 1500 volunteer engineers were needed to determine whether damaged buildings
which were still standing needed
repairs before being used again. The
task of inspecting thousands of damaged structures couldn't be handled
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -- by local and state building inspectors
Burns Mercer, a former chairman along.
Kentucky and its sister states in the
of the state Council on Higher Education. has been appointed to West- Midwest will need such volunteers,
ern Kentucky University's board of too, after a damaging earthquake
along the New Madrid Fault zone or
regents.
Also appointed was Howard other faults in the region. With a huge
Gray. president and chief executive stock of bridges, the inspection job
officer of James N. Gray Construc- could take weeks or months,dependtion Co. in Lexington.
ing on the size of the 'quake and the
An executive order making the amount of damage.
appointments Tuesday was released
In an effort to begin organizing
Wednesday by Gov. Brereton engineer inspection Learns, Kentucky
Jones' office.
Disaster and Emergency Services and
Mercer, of Hardinsburg, is a cer- the Kentucky Society of Professional
tified public accountant. He Engineers are sponsoring a forum on
replaces Danny Butler of Greens- April 10 at PaducAh's Executive Inn.
burg, whose term expired.
Gray replaced Fred L. Travis of
Glasgow, who term also expired.
The new appointments are effective until March 31. 1988.
Six Murray State University public
relations students recently _observed
various Nashville public relations
professionals at wort as part of the
annual Profession/Amateur Day.
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The funeral mass for Tom
Devine was today at 10 a.m. at St.
Leo's Catholic Church. Fr. Larry
McBride officiated.
• Pallbearers were Frank Morris,
Eldridge Hass. Robert Taylor,
Andy Rachoy. Frank Klunk and
Roy Wood.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery with arrangements by
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Devine, 49. of 120 North
14th Si, Murray, died Monday at
11:17 a.m. in the Emergency Room

pan

A nationally recognized psycho- skills and helps resolved family
logist, Dr. Thomas Gordon, will conflicts so no one loses. The progLee York and Dawn Marie York, present a lecture and workshop on ram stresses the ineffectiveness of
Benton; two .sisters, Mrs. Hazel parenting at Murray State Universi- any and all kinds of punishment
Copeland and Mrs. Mary Ruth ty April 17 and 18.
and teaches parents effective alterDavis, Benton.'
natives to punishment. He promof
and
president
founder
Gordon,
the concepts of active listenotes
1
at
The funeral will be Friday
Effectiveness Training, Inc. of Solion roadblocks and
communicat
ing,
and
of
Filbeck
chapel
the
a
in
p.m.
ana Beach, Calif., will present
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The free lecture on Parent Effectiveness no-lose conflict resolution.
Effectiveness Training, Inc. is
Rev. Mike Littrell will officiate.
Training Friday, April 17 at 7:30
Burial will follow in New Zion p.m. in Murray State University's one of the largest human relations
Cemetery.
Curris Center Theatre. A reception training organizations in the world.
Courses for parents, teachers, manFriends may call at the funeral in the theater lobby will follow the
agers, supervisors, school adminilecture.
today
home after 5 p.m.
sales representatives and
strators,
minifree
a
hold
also
will
He
(Thursday).
been taught to almost
have
women
9
a.m.
from
workshop for parents
to noon Saturday, April 18 in the one million persons in 26
Barkley Room of the Curris Center. countries.
He has served as a consultant to
The workshop is limited to 30 peoMayfield; three sisters, Mrs. Pau- ple on a first-come, first served numerous business and educational
line Sajor and Mrs. Ruth Haworth, basis. For reservations, call the organizations. His leadership
Mayfield, and Mrs. Beauton Jones, MSU Department of Speech Com- course entitled Leader EffectiveBenton; two brothers, Bobby Joe munication and Theater at ness Training has been utilized by
several hundred corporations
Riley and Lester Dean Riley, May- 502-762-4483.
including IBM, Honeywell, Chrysgreatworkshop
eight
n;
and
lecture
grandchildre
Gordon's
10
field;
are the initial offerings of the Cin- ler, General Dynamics, Coca-Cola,
grandchildren.
dy
Sawicki Memorial Series. The Blue Cross-Blue Shield, Exxon and
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. in series was established in February Federal Express.
the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, 1991 as a memorial to Sawicki by
A past president of the CaliforniMayfield. The Rev. Harry Yates her daughter and son-in-law, Teri a State Psychological Association,
and Wayne Rambo are officiating. Prince and Tom Grantz. The he was a consultant to the White
Burial will follow in New Liber- Sawicki fund is designed to support House Conference on Children and
ty Church Cemetery in Graves workshops and seminars coordi- an invited speaker to the White
nated through Murray State's orga- House Fellows. He has served on
County.
the advisory board of the National
nizational communication program
within the Department of Speech Committee for the Prevention of
Child Abuse and been a guest on
Commuication and Theater.
by Gordon, the "Today Show" and "Phil
1962
in
Designed
10:30 p.m. at his home, 1311 Vine Parent Effectiveness Trainng (PET) Donahue."
St., Murray.
Two of Gordon's books will be
is a preventive program that teachSurvivors include four daughters, es parents essential interpersonal on the sale during the workshop.
Kim Farless, West Minister, Md.,
Kelli Farless, Columbia, Md., and
Sheryl Farless and Mrs. Kathy
McMillian and husband, Steve,
Formerly of Hazel
Stewartstown, Pa.; three sons,
Gold, Diamonds,Turquoise,
Steve Farless and wife, Tern, JesSterling Silver, Black IBM Gold
sup, Md., Keith Farless, West
Hats, Tack, Western Wear, Boots,
Minister, Md., and Jon K. Farless,
Belts, Billfolds. Dusters,
mother,
his
e,
Cockeysvill Md.;
AO%
\e/
Handbags, Prints & Other gifts
Mrs. Marelle Beach Farless, Murray; eight grandchildren; two local
Over 500 Buckles to Choose From
aunts, Mrs. Reva Shelton and Mrs.
Bel Air Shopping Center • Murray
Louise McGee.
502-759-1616

759-4979

IME&1

30
6 E Math St

EXTERIOR PAINT SALE

1.1
McClard's,
.•.1

Society of America, the project
enabled the students to get first-hand
exposure to on-the-job professionals
Hosts for the students included Jeff
Hudson of Bill Hudson & Associates;
Susan Chapman of Leonard, Goodman & Associates; Susan Hart of the
Nashville chapter of the American
Red Cross; and Kay McDowell of
Dye, Van Mol & Lawrence Public
Relation
The Murray State faculty adviser
for PRSSA is Sheila Clough Crifasi.

Blue, 7,xxx miles, extra sharp, #97519

FROM THE MANAGEMENT
Crass Furniture Will Be Closed
April 4th thru April 14th.
When we reopen on April 15, we invite you to
shop with us for a NEW and EXCITING
CONCEPT in buying home furnishings.
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1. Children ages 3-10 are eligible.
2. Completed picture with name, parent's name and
phone number should be turned in to the business who
sponsored the page the child has chosen to color by April
15, 1992.
3. Contestants may submit one entry per business and will
be judged on coloring skills, color-combinations and
originality.
4. A panel of impartial judges will decide the two top
winners in each category: ages 3-4, 5-6-7, and 8-9-10.
5. First place winner in each category will receive $10,
second place in each category will receive $5.

A Special Section of

Mray Ledger & Times
April 2, 1992
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Two FREE
Children's Movies
When You
Bring In This Page

EASTER COLORING BOOK
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Choose From Over 3000
Children's Movie Titles
Including:

MURRAY

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
200 E. Main St.

7534201

Wak Disney Titles
Dr. Bauss
Denver the Dinosaur
Care Bears
Rocky & Bu!twinkle

Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles
Jetsons
Bugs Bunny & Friends
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WIN A 21" SHONEY BEAR
Bring this page to Shoney's Restaurant
by Monday, April 13th for our own
in store contest. HAPPY EASTER!

MONEYS
Hwy. 641 North • 768-9257
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Enjoy Mr. Gatti's All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza and SpaGatti Buffet
7 DAYS A WEEK!
Tito beat pizza in town.
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KEADMORE
BOOK-N-CARD ***
Chestnut Hills 759-9758
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See What We Have For Easter:
Russell Stover Candies • Easter Novelties
Wrap • Stickers • Easter Baskets
Aiit Bunnies and lots more
Easter Goodies!
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'No Sitting Fee
.Choice of Proofs
'Families Welcome

EASTER SPECIAL
1-8x10, 2-5x7's, 8 wallets

$3500
607
S. 4th St.

llison Photography
44

753-8809
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Bring In
Coloring Page
And Receive
Movies
For The Price Of

••••
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Over 5,000 Movies In Stock!
Mon.-Thurs.
10-9
Fri. & Sat.
10-10
Central
Shopping
Center

•24 Hour
Drop-Off Box
Available
'Sunday
12-7

Games In
Stock.
We Have The Best Selection
of Super Nintendo. In Town!
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• Ky Oaks Mall Paducah
443-1331
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Real Value For Your Hard Earned Dollar
* FREE Beverage Refills
* FREE Salad & Food Bar With All Entrees
* FREE Ice Cream and Dessert Bar With All Entrees
* U.S.D.A. Choice Steaks Cut Flesh Daily
* Famous Homemade Soups
* Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials.

SIRLOIN STOCKADE'
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
BEL-AIR CENTER
Locally Owned

.
75340440
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Open 7 Days A Week
Sunday - Thursday
11 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
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Chinese, American &
Burmese Food
Catering to weddings,
meetings, parties and
banquets upon request.

Open 7 Days A Week
11 a.m.-9:30 p.m.
Sun.-Fri.
4:30-9:30 p.m. Sat.

Hwy. 641 North

753-4488
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Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

753-9383
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